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Culinary excellence
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When it comes to helping
with the cost of college, many
students already know about financial aid and student loans. What most
students do not know is there are even
more ways a person can go to school
and not have to live off ramen noodles.
A type of “financial aid” that is
usually overlooked is
college tax credits.
A tax credit, quite
simply, is an amount that
you are allowed to subtract from what you owe in
taxes. For example, when a parent is
paying their child’s college costs, you
can subtract a certain amount from
your tax bill later on, like the cost for
tuition out of pocket or textbooks.
“I owed almost $400 in taxes
this year and was about to
pay it until my accoun-

tant told me I could subtract what I’ve
paid in college tuition and books,” said
Mariam Jaidy. “I then only had to pay
$78. I have an awesome accountant.”
There are two different types of
tuition tax credit programs: the
American opportunity tax credit and
the Life Time Learning credit.
The American opportunity tax
credit is the more well-known of the
two. This credit plan replaces the
Hope credit for 2011 and 2012. The
only difference is that the American
opportunity tax credit gives refunds to
those who owe little taxes. This credit
can be applied not only toward tuition
but also to course-related books and
supplies, and is available for students
in their first four years of college if
they are pursuing an undergraduate
degree or other legitimate education
credential.
The Lifetime Learning credit is more
limited on what it can be used for but
is more widely available to students
pursuing a higher degree. For this type

of credit, the money claimed
must be used for tuition fees
only but can be claimed if
pursuing an undergraduate
or graduate program. Even a
single refresher course qualifies. Both of these credits
and anything else that is
associated with college tax
credits can benefit students
financially and can offer
that extra incentive to go
to school and finish a program faster
without having to worry about an
inability to pay for schooling.
For a filer to claim a tuition tax
credit for money spent on school and
books the student must be listed as
dependent on the filer’s tax form. If
not listed as such, the student can
still receive this tax credit depending
on their situation and can look it over
with their local college financial aid
office. The process of getting these
credits is generally simple and can be
guided by the many resources online
and at your college.
Paying for college can be tough,
especially in a state which experiences
higher-than-average tuition rates (see
issue 10, “Michigan Tuition”). But with
the implementation of college tax
credits, students can not only better
themselves through higher education
but can also assist their family in lowering their federal income tax bill. In
short, everybody wins.

Tax Credit
Exceptions
From IRS.gov
The following are expenses that
do not qualify for the American
opportunity tax credit

Abandoned
Abandon butbut
not
not
forgotten
forgotten
See
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20

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Room and board.
Transportation.
Insurance.
Medical expenses.
Student fees unless required
as a condition of enrollment or
attendance.
Same expenses paid with taxfree educational assistance.
Same expenses used for any
other tax deduction, credit or
educational benefit.
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Schoolcraft may soon be
offering bachelor's degrees
By Ramon Razo
News Editor

The Michigan Senate is once again
considering a bill that will be of a huge
benefit to Schoolcraft students. The bill
has already gone before the Michigan
House of Representatives. If passed
by the Senate and signed by Governor
Snyder, the bill will make Michigan the
21st state to allow community colleges
to offer a limited selection of four-year
bachelor degrees.

How it currently stands
The bill would offer five different
degrees to community colleges across the
state. They are nursing, culinary arts (at
Schoolcraft College), maritime studies (at
Northwestern Michigan College), cement
technology (only at Alpena Community
College) and environmental technology
at some colleges in the Upper Peninsula.
Schoolcraft College is one of nine colleges in the country that offer associate
degrees in culinary arts and one of 28
that offer associates in nursing.
The bill is currently waiting on
a vote from the Michigan House of
Representatives.

The history and politics
As reported last year by the
Schoolcraft Connection (Jan. 10, issue
8), Representative John Walsh of Livonia
introduced the bill on Oct. 10, 2010,
with Representative Joel Sheltrown
and it passed in the Michigan House
of Representatives. The bill then went
before the Michigan Senate on Sept. 16.
However, the bill died in the Senate.
Walsh reintroduced the bill at the
end of 2011. Once again, it passed in the
House and is still waiting to be voted on
in the Senate education committee on
the constitutionality of the bill.
“We think there is real interest in
these sorts of bachelor degrees, and
we obviously want to support it,” said

Schoolcraft’s Dr. James Ryan, the
Executive Director of Development and
Governmental Relations.

What’s taking so long?
After announcing the idea of community colleges offering four-year degrees,
Ryan said the major universities in
the state were dead set opposed to the
initiative. “They said that community
colleges shouldn’t be able to offer fouryear degrees,” said Dr. Ryan. “They said
it was unconstitutional.” However, Dr.
Ryan points out this simply is not true.
“The Michigan constitution doesn’t
say anything about the degrees that
schools can offer. It only gives community colleges authority.”
Once again, the bill is waiting on a vote
from the house. Hopefully, this time, it
will not be forgotten. Once that happens,
it will have to be signed by Governor
Snyder before it can become law.

A College with the means to
succeed
Dr. Ryan points out that soon every
hospital is going to require that all
nurses have a BSN (bachelor in nursing
and science) which is one of the degrees
that the school will be offering if the
bill is passed. However, University of
Michigan and Wayne State University
will soon stop offering these degrees,
creating a demand that the community colleges can fulfill.
“We think we can do the bachelor
cheaper than other colleges,” said Dr.
Ryan. “Our nurses that graduate with an
associate’s degree score higher than fouryear graduates from other universities.”
He cites the extraordinary training the
nurses receive as the reason for this, with
places like the Biomedical Technology
Center and their nursing simulators
being one of the many assets to thank.

“If you let them into the door, they’re
going to want more,” said Dr. Ryan,
referring to the bill's critics. “All we’re
asking for is a shot at it.” Dr. Ryan cites
the incredible talent that the Culinary
Arts department has (three master chefs
and one master pastry chef on the prestigious faculty) as being instrumental
to the thriving department. “We have
high quality instruction available here,”
said Dr. Ryan.
In regard to the possibility other

programs following suit with four-year
degrees, Dr. Ryan said it might be a possibility, “Once they do this, there is a
chance that there might be others.” The
College would first want to see how these
go for which Dr. Ryan has high hopes.
For more information, check out
www.schoolcraft.edu/bachelorsdegree.
There you can send letters to your representatives to show your support for
the bachelor program.

Photos courtesy of the Marketing Department
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In our news
By Ramon Razo
News Editor

Ann Arbor, MI

wants to know you
What is the price of your privacy?
By Heatherlynn Buddenborg
Staff Writer

For companies, gathering information about current
and potential customers can be invaluable. This has led
Google to introduce a new program called Screenwise.
Participants in this program will add a new extension to
their browser that sends everything they do on the Web
back to Google for analysis. This includes the types of
sites they visit, what times they are on the Web as well as
how long they are staying on certain sites.
All of this information is supposed to benefit Google in
customizing their products and services and is a purely
voluntary offer. Those who are willing to be a part of this
project automatically receive a $5 gift card for Amazon.
com. They could receive an additional $5 for every three
months after that. According to Google, Amazon is not
part of the promotion. It was simply Google’s way of
saying thanks.
During its initial phase, so many users responded that
they had to close the program to new applicants. An
update posted on Google on Feb. 12, 2012 read, “Wow!
Over 8,000 +1s and many more applications.” The statement concluded with, “Unfortunately, we have more
applications than expected and only a limited number of
people will be selected for the research panel.”
“If I had the chance to do it, I would,” said Schoolcraft
student Demi Grivas, “You get paid to use the Internet.
That sounds pretty nice to me.”
However, not everyone feels the same way.
“I do not like this, and I would likely not participate if
given the opportunity,” said student Kristi Hicks. “There

is a strong possibility I may be the most boring person
currently using the Web and really have nothing to hide.
However, that doesn’t mean I want my Internet activity
to be monitored by anyone or part of an experiment.”
Most Gmail users will notice in their inboxes the
advertisements to the right of their page. Most of these
ads are tailored to what is in the content of their emails.
If you had emailed your friend about going on a trip to
Niagara Falls, you may find ads for travel agencies and
flights to Niagara Falls. Screenwise takes this a step
further by monitoring everything you do while signed
into Google Chrome.
According to Google’s Mission Statement, “Search is
how Google began, and it’s still at the heart of what we
do today.” It continues, “We devote more engineering
time to search than to any other product, because search
can always get better and faster at helping you find what
you want, when you want it, where you want it.”
While not everyone might be willing to take advantage
of Google’s new program, that will not stop this Internet
giant from evolving and expanding in the ever-changing
world of the Web.
Google’s new privacy policy
This new program also comes alongside Google’s
plan to eliminate over 60 different privacy policies
in order to make them simpler. The new privacy
policy explains the sort of data that Google gathers,
automatically, from its users, how they utilize it
and how users can update and access their information. Google plans on using this information to
better assist user’s in the kinds of search results they
receive and the kind of ads they view.
The new policy can be read on Google’s website.

Anonymous among us
The face of
the infamous
"hacktivist" group

By Abdallah Chirazi
Staff Writer

Throughout history, people have
been remembered for the impact they
had on the world, whether it was perceived as good or evil. Anonymous is
known for making resounding statements and causing virtual mayhem.
Who or what is Anonymous and what is
their goal? You’re about to take a glance
into the new world order of cyberspace.
Members of Anonymous exist
everywhere in the world, characterized by web-based know-how and, in
some cases, computer hacking skills.
The group originated in 2003 through
4chan, an online image board where
individuals can post images and discuss
variety of topics while leaving their
identities “anonymous.”
Anonymous is unique in the sense
that they have no leader or controlling group. The group functions on the
power of its “members” with the intention of advancing the faction. A member
of Anonymous told the Baltimore City
Paper, an alternative publication based
out of Maryland, “We have this agenda
that we all agree on and we all coordinate and act, but all act independently
toward it, without any want for recognition. We just want to get something that
we feel is important done.”
This was, of course, all while maintaining anonymity.
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Anonymous’ main driving force is
social activism, garnering them the
nickname “hacktivists.” The group has
been known to fight against the government and elite corporations that they
believe are limiting freedom of speech
and hiding behind corruption. The
infamous group has launched attacks
on the Church of Scientology, Visa,
MasterCard and Sony among others.
They do so by invading their websites, as
well as acquiring confidential information. Anonymous is famous for using
what is called a distributed denial of
service attack (DDoS). The attack works
by engineering a large amount of traffic
to a particular website in order to overload that site’s server, causing it to shut
down temporarily.
Anonymous achieved significant
recognition by taking part in the
Occupy movement. Wasting no time,
Anonymous spread the message
rapidly via Twitter, YouTube and
various blogs. In reaction to reports
of excessive police force during the
protests, Anonymous posted several
videos, proclaiming things such as,
“We will constitute a declaration of
war against the NYPD if the brutality
does not stop.”

by

Steven Grill

Although they didn’t enact the
measure of revenge they sought out
for, their involvement in the movement
helped garner media attention and an
influx of new followers.
Some feel the strategies that
Anonymous present are just one big
annoyance – glitzy but short-lived. Ray
Jafer is a Schoolcraft College student
who does not necessarily support
Anonymous, stated, “They are a bunch
of cowards that hide behind their computer screens and do nothing for the
betterment of me.”
Yet others feel that Anonymous is about
change and a need for their existence is
necessary. Professor Stormi Moskal of
Schoolcraft College said, “The emergence
of Anonymous is good because we need
to know things democracy tends to hide
that we are not aware of.”
The impact the Anonymous brand
is having on the world cannot be
denied. They are binding strangers together toward a common goal
by using the reach of the Internet.
Anonymous can strike anytime with
no limitations. Their message is clear
and simple: “We are Anonymous. We
are Legion. We do not forgive. We do
not forget. Expect us.”

Modern medical technology is truly
something to behold. Just check out the
case of Sherry Wittenberg. Wittenberg
was given the devastating news that she
had a slowly-spreading form of cancer
in the cricoid cartilage. For the nonanatomically-wise, that’s the ring of cartilage that supports the body’s voice box.
She was told she would have to receive a
laryngectomy, which would remove her
entire voice box, requiring her to communicate using an electric voice box.
This was devastating news, indeed. But
Wittenberg found hope in Dr. Douglas
Chepeha. Dr. Chepeha is the director of
microvascular surgery in the Department
of Otolaryngology at the U-M Medical
School. The good doctor said that he
views the human body as a Home Depot
of parts and came up with the idea to use
part of Wittenberg’s own shoulder blade
to reconstruct her voice box. The surgery
took about 16 hours but the patient was
able to make a full recovery and return
to work in a few weeks. Her voice is fully
intact although much lower now due to
the surgery.

Rochester, MI
Who has never been “hot for teacher,”
as the famous Van Halen song proclaims?
Well, Oakland University student Joe
Corlett had it bad and it’s got him in some
hot water. (Note: This is not the first publication to make that awkward pun.)
Corlett’s essay was part of a journal
assignment which had no limitations
in what could be written. In the diary,
Corlett described the teacher with words
such as: “tall, blond, stacked, skirt, heels,
fingernails, smart, articulate, smile.”
Creepy, right? He wrote (in this journal
that was later given to the teacher) that he
was unable to find anything unattractive
about her. One would hope that, given the
fact that he knew she would read it, he’d
be a bit more discreet and maybe even
respectful.
Naturally, Corlett has been banned
from campus for the next three semesters but he is seeking help from the
Foundation for Individual Rights in
Education, who cites his imagination as
“wild” but not harmful. “Guys have died
on the battlefield so I can write naughty
things in my English paper,” Cortlett
added. Sounds like a class act if there ever
was one.

Technology
Lastly, lets’ delve into the everwondrous cesspool of weird that is the
Internet. The auction site eBay has held
some strange stuff from pieces of toast
with the faces of religious icons to pages
selling ghosts and even people trying
to peddle their own organs. This trend
continues with the current sale of a selfdescribed “rare” George Washington
chicken nugget. The eBay user says that
they found it in their kid’s Happy Meal
and it instantly become a classic with
their family, making appearances at Show
and Tell and family gatherings. Now,
the owner of the strange find is trying
to auction it off to raise funds for a local
church camp which is in need of a whopping $15,000. The starting bid is $100.
At this time of writing, it has a total of
zero bids. To anyone considering bidding
on this presidential piece of processed
poultry, consider this: donate $100 to
the church and don’t bother with the
Washington nugget. You can’t even eat it.
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Campus Crime
Compiled by Tierney Smith
Staff Writer

Suspicious Person
On Jan. 19, a woman contacted
campus security and talked with Lt.
Steven Kaufman about an incident
between her niece, a student, and
a male suspect. She stated that her
niece came home Jan. 18 and told
her that a man had approached her
in the parking lot after leaving class
at the Physical Education building. The man asked her to help him
locate his vehicle and would not let
her leave until she agreed to help
him an hour later. She also says her
niece claimed that the man took her
cell phone and entered his number.
The student was contacted on Jan.
23 by campus security about the
report. The female student said
that the male was wearing jeans
and a hoodie, approximately 5 feet
6 inches tall and of Middle-Eastern
decent.

Disorderly Persons
On Jan. 19, it was reported that a
student and his mother, came into
an office in the McDowell Center
to see about a refund that was not
received. When the employee went
to report about the refund to the
student and his mother, they heard
the mother yelling at the student to
sit down. The student refused and
the mother ordered him to leave
the office and stand in the hall. The
mother later left the office and the

employee believes they saw her push
or strike the student.

Larceny
At approximately 2:18 p.m. on
Jan. 24, a student reported that an
unknown person or persons had
taken his biology book that he left
on top of a vending machine in the
Forum building. After using the
machine, the student accidentally
left the book behind. After checking surveillance, campus authorities
found that a male wearing a white
hoodie and black pants with a black
backpack had taken the book. The
officer notified the campus bookstore to be on the lookout for anyone
returning a “Concepts of Biology”
textbook with writing on the inside
of the first page.

Disruptive Person
Around 3:30 p.m. on Jan. 27 it was
reported that a fight was about to
break out in the bookstore. A security officer arrived on the scene to
one of the subjects yelling at the
other which had been going on for
10 minutes. The officer requested
the subjects step into the bookstore
office and talk. The subject claimed
to be upset because the bookstore
was not able to sell them software.
Then, the other subject in question made a comment directed at
the student purchasing the CD. The

subject claimed that it escalated to
them yelling at one another. The
subject who was trying to buy the
CD made a statement for the security police and said that she was not
having a good day and should have
ignored the other person.

Disorderly Person
On the Feb. 1 at 3:20 p.m. campus
police were contacted about a
disorderly student. The student
was asked to go to the Schoolcraft
College Security Police office to
make a statement. He declined to
make a statement but did mention
that he had been called in before
about his behavioral issues. In the
previous incident, the professor
claimed that the student was being
increasingly disruptive and made
snide comments to her and other
students. Most of the comments
were about who sits next to who
and a dismissal of help by another
student. The instructor claimed to
have heard the student say he was
contemplating smacking her.

Indecent Exposure
On Feb. 2 at 11:40 a.m., a person
noticed a male and a female student
in the back of a truck under a
blanket fornicating. Ten minutes
later, an officer arrived on the scene
and asked the two students to get
dressed. After a bit of struggling to

put on their clothes, they exited the
vehicle. The students were contacted
by the Dean of Student Services
about their conduct violations.

Suspicious Person
On Monday, Feb. 6 campus
police received a call from a police
academy officer at the Radcliff
Center that a man in a maroon
pickup truck was parked in the west
parking lot from North Brother’s
Ford dealership eating lunch. When
the police academy student asked
the man if he was a student, the man
replied no. The student informed
the man that he was trespassing
and asked him to leave. The man
appeared to be around 35 and had
a mustache, short brown hair and
was wearing a pair of black sunglasses. The man left after being
requested to.

Vehicle Theft
On Feb. 7 at 8:26 a.m., a student
reported that he was unable to find
his vehicle after parking it in the
north lot. He claims that when he
returned to where he left his vehicle
at 7:35 a.m., he couldn’t locate his
2001 Chrysler Sebring. The student
filed a report with campus police as
well as Livonia City Police.

A candidate speaks
Fred Karger comes to Schoolcraft
BY IAN GALLAGHER
Managing Editor

There is much attention given
to the four major candidates in the
Republican primary. But few people
know of the ﬁfth candidate, Fred
Karger. The least-known candidate
arrived at Schoolcraft with little
fanfare on a visit sponsored by the Gay
Strait Alliance and the Schoolcraft
College Republicans.
Karger spoke in front of two
classes: Prof. Behler’s Contemporary

American History and Prof.
Robinson’s Survey of American
Government. Karger was wellreceived by the students, although he
had to constantly mention that he is a
seriously-running candidate when he
introduced himself.
A self-described “political junkie,”
Fred Karger is from Laguna Beach,
Calif. and has been involved in
the political process at all levels,
including nine presidential
campaigns before retiring from
politics eight years ago. He was on
President Ronald Reagan’s team
for seven years, George HW Bush’s
team and was a member of Gerald
R. Ford’s white house staﬀ. During
this time, Karger, a gay man, had
to live a “double life,” concealing
his homosexual nature in order to
further his political pursuits. He
came out after retiring and became
a gay activist, now Karger is the
ﬁrst openly gay presidential
candidate for either party.
Karger’s goal is to get into
a presidential candidate’s
debate, even if he
has to wait until
the ﬁeld further
narrows. “As this
contest continues
I’m going to force
my way into [a

debate] and once that
happens, anything’s
possible,” said Karger.
If unsuccessful, Karger
plans to “stay very active
as a gay activist. […] I want
to make life better for a
lot of young people in
particular who are gay, lesbian or
bisexual.” Karger stated that he
will “do what I can to help them
through the hurdles in life that I
faced.”
He is in favor of lowering the
voting age to 16 or 17 citing a
young man in high school in
New Hampshire who studied the
primary, but would not be able to
vote. He believes that high school
students are more informed now, and
that allowing them to vote would get
more people involved in the political
process. Karger said, “I want to
empower youth.”
Karger calls himself a moderate.
“I’m a diﬀerent kind of Republican,”
said Karger, “the Republican party
should be what it was 100 or 50
years ago.” He is pro-choice, pro-gay
marriage and wants to see US troops
out of Afghanistan. Karger is for
medical marijuana, being a medical
marijuana card holder, and in favor
of legalization. He is a ﬁrm believer
that marijuana is safer than alcohol

and it should be legalized and taxed,
arguing “once it’s legal the novelty is
gone.”
While Karger is in favor of oil
exploration in Alaska, he stressed that
he is a green candidate and would like
the US to be energy self suﬃcient.
He is for the Keystone pipeline “on
one condition: that it is done safely,”
to prevent anything like the spill in
Battle Creek.
Conor Cacicedo, a member of
Schoolcraft’s Gay-Straight Alliance
(GSA) said he would vote for a
Republican if the candidate was
socially liberal, such as Fred Karger.
Cacicedo said he planned to vote
for Karger in the Michigan primary,
because “he follows the issues that I
want to follow.”
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Coins to
Write and photograph for
The Schoolcraft Connection
student newspaper! Come
to our meetings and get in
on the action.

CHANGE
Call the Student Activities Office for more information 734-462-4422.

Every

$10,000

Student Activities Office

Monday

4:00pm – 5:00pm
• Work with pay

$7,500

$6,421.63

• No writing experience
necessary
• Great rèsumè builder
• Compete in competitions
For more information, contact
us on Facebook and Twitter.

Facebook: The Schoolcraft Connection
Twitter: @ConnectionSAO

$5,000

$2,500

Climb to

$10,000
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Editorials

Let's broaden
our minds

By Ramon Razo
News Editor

misterrazo@gmail.com

Silence is golden.
Cell phones are evil.

THE SCHOOLCRAFT CONNECTION

There is nothing I enjoy more than
sitting in a cool, dark movie cinema and
watching movies. Whether it is some
grandiose Tom Cruise action flick, a witty
foreign drama or a new Pixar masterpiece,
I welcome all.
With that being said, nothing bothers
me more than some jerk in said theater
ruining my experience. Talking, texting,
outburst, obnoxiousness, all of it. It is a sin
against all that I love and enjoy. There is
no logic or excuse for the lack of consideration some people have for the sacredness
that is the silver screen environment.
People need to understand that once
the previews have ended, there is no
more talkie-talkie. (Even though I do
see previews as part of the movie going
experience, I do understand few share
this belief system. Therefore, I am
lenient in this area.)
Now, of course, movie going is not a
completely silent, emotionless journey.
Movies make you laugh, cry and engage
you on many levels. Stories with likable
characters and captivating conflicts have
a tendency to wrap you up in the moment.
However, you have to realize that you are
sharing an experience with other people.
You are not watching pirated episodes

STAFF

of “Family Guy” on your laptop. I have
this habit of really getting into movies. I
scream when something big happens, I
tear up when a character commits to the
heroes sacrifice and I have even yelled
things like “Get him!” at the movie screen.
However, that is completely different than
some moron who can’t control themselves
in a theater (no double standard here).
This comes from a collection of real life
situations, one involving “Batman Begins”
and a bunch of noisy children resulting in
me initially disliking the movie. (Crazy,
right?) A similar situation happened when
I went to see “Chronicle” (brilliant film)
in which an incredibly immature “lady”
would laugh every time the main character was beaten by his father. Are we really
laughing at child abuse? Regrettably,
I didn’t stand up to her the way I did
during “Green Lantern.” In that instance,
I just wanted to wallow in misery in
silence.
But most egregious of all these cinematic sins is the usage of cell phones. I
will never understand this and there is no
excuse for it. You are literally ruining my
evening by being too lazy to move your
lethargic behind out of your seat and go
into the lobby. During a viewing of “There
Will Be Blood,” the carbon-matter waste
known as the woman in front of me was
engaged in a full-volume conversation for
at least 10 minutes. This is why we can’t
have nice things.
It seems to me that we have lost the
love and respect for film that it so rightly
deserves. Movies nowadays seem like
little more than background noise we
initiate to fill time while we socialize on
our iPhones. They have been regulated to
simple time fillers we pull off of Piratebay
instead of works of escapism and benchmarks in entertainment. If you don’t
relish and cherish films and see them as
something to waste your time with, that’s
fine. Just don’t ruin my afternoon or you
just might end up being fodder for my
next editorial.
So there!
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Keep
In
Mind
By Kim Poma

Campus Life Editor

kpmail7@yahoo.com

Let's talk
about it
I don’t consider myself liberal or
conservative. If I had to pick, I would
say the former but it’s not like I live
my life by the “rules” that either side
has to follow. I have opinions that
probably reside mainly in liberal land
but I don’t like to subscribe to one
title. I am Pro-Choice but it is a very
grey area for me. I do not support
abortion but I support the woman’s
right to choose what she feels is the
best decision for her.
Last month, a debate was held here
at the College. A panel of Pro-Life
people debated with a panel of ProChoice people over their respective
stances. It was very entertaining to
watch as this is a very hot-button
issue and the conversation got quite
heated in times. But, then someone
on the Pro-Choice side brought up a
great point and I haven’t been able to
stop thinking about it since.
Instead of focusing on outlawing abortion, instead of focusing
all the time and effort protesting
outside clinics, instead of having
these debates that don’t change
anyone’s minds and just serve as a
place to spout our own beliefs, why
don’t we start focusing on preventing
unplanned pregnancies?
My high school didn’t have a sex
education course. Most high schools
don’t. Everything I learned about sex,
I learned from television and friends.

I know tab A has to go into slot B
and there is a great chance you will
become pregnant if you don’t use protection. It’s standard information. At
least, it is to me.
But I know a lot of schools teach
just abstinence. To be fair, this
method has proven to be 100% effective against pregnancy. But I don’t
think this is the only lesson should be
taught in schools. Teenagers deserve
to know everything. They deserve
to be sat down, given every possible
choice and then make the choice
either to hold off until marriage or
to have sex but do so in a responsible
and educated way.
According to a recent article on
the MSNBC website, 66 percent of
American high school students have
had sex by their senior year. Parents
can’t put their fingers in their ears
and ignore that their teens are going
to be curious about sex and might
even start having sex.
And it’s not even just about pregnancy. Condoms do more than stop
babies, they help prevent sexually
transmitted diseases. According
to the Centers for Disease Control
and the Kaiser Family Foundation,
approximately 65 percent of all sexually transmitted infections contracted
by Americans this year will occur in
people under 24. One-in-four new
HIV infections occurs in people
younger than 22.
I understand that parents have
certain beliefs but we can’t pretend
that all teenagers are going to abide
by abstinence. Yes, some might
hold off on having sex until they’re
married. That’s a decision that they
made and want to uphold and that’s
good for them. But there are going
to be teenagers having sex and they
should be educated so they don’t
harm themselves or others. Ignorance
might be bliss but it leads to young
parents and AIDS tragedies.
In the end, what would parents
rather do, hand their teen a condom
or a baby bottle?
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Working on workouts
Through
the Looking
Glass

By Alys Dolan

Arts & Entertainment Editor

alysmarie91@gmail.com

Recently, I have taken up a healthier lifestyle and I have been regularly
attending my local fitness center to
improve my shape as well. Proper
etiquette must be followed when
going to a gym and working out but
I have begun to notice many do not
follow these “guidelines” when they
enter the establishment. Fear not
readers for I have decided to lay out
the ground rules for working out in
a gym among other health nuts and
beefcakes.
Firstly, it is not about how much
you do in a workout, it is merely about
showing up and chatting with anyone
who will listen. This practice is similar
to that of the men who frequent the
same bar and sit in the same spot and
talk anyone in earshot. They have
earned the moniker “bar fly” so let’s
apply this name to those at the gym
who sit at a machine and work on
their technique for sucking up oxygen.
Hence, we have the “gym fly.”
It’s refreshing to hear the booming
laughter of these folks when they are
yards away and my iPhone is at the
maximum volume. They have earned
their right to be there and I envy their
ability to stay at the gym for hours a
day while seemingly doing nothing.
I, personally, always warm up on
a treadmill or an elliptical and enjoy
when a big, meaty guy comes over
stares at my machine, jumps on the
machine beside me and cranks it
up to a million miles per hour. It is
absolutely exhilarating, and downright sexy, when these fellows try to
race me. I, however, being a meek

Kicking
&Screaming
By Ian Gallagher
Managing Editor

irpgallagher@gmail.com

They came.
They spoke.
They left.
Michigan’s primary is over with Mitt
Romney managing a narrow victory. Now
that the motorcades have left, it gives us
a chance to take a pause and regain our
bearings after being the center of the
hurricane of presidential politics.

They came
Every four years, candidates spend a
lot of time courting voters in the early

and thoughtful girl politely decline
their invitation to race by turning
my headphones up and staring at a
television where the gent is out of
my view. After two to five minutes of
me enjoying my steady pace, the lad
beside me will hop off his machine
(while it is still running) and spend
the next 10 minutes trying to catch
his breath. Once the huffing and
puffing has ended, he jumps right
back into his sprint. Obviously, he
is going for accuracy and strength
training when he looks back at his
workout summary on this particular machine. All the while, the slow
tortoise that I am trucks along at
the highest resistance the machine
has and, even though I look like I
am wading in a pool of molasses for
thirty minutes, Superman to my
left is the champion for sprinting at
full speed for no longer then three
minutes. He has the proper form, so
take notes readers and follow from his
example, not mine.
Whenever I walk up the stairs
and look around to find a proper
machine to use, I turn pea green
with jealousy for there is always a
woman dressed like she is going to
the prom as I stand there feeling
silly for being in workout gear. These
women are barely moving and,
when they do move, it fascinates me
for I wonder how their long, colorful nails do not break off. Instead
of dressing in stretch pants and an
over-sized t-shirt, I need to show up
to the gym dressed to the nines like
Snooki. Obviously, my head is not in
the right place because, if it were, I
would realize that I do not go to the
gym to sweat and train but to walk
around like I am in a beauty pageant
for all the men to admire and the
women to envy.
These are sure-fire ways to blend
into the crowd when going for a
workout and will keep you from
looking out of place whether lifting
weights, running the track or swimming in the pool. So readers I challenge you to go to your local fitness
center, talk as loud as possible while
dressed like Nicki Minaj and get your
fitness on properly.
states. For New Hampshire and Iowa, it
is their chance to be in the national spotlight because, let’s face it, this is the only
time that anyone in America actually cares
about New Hampshire or Iowa. In these
early state contests one will have their hand
shaken enough to make your arm sore.
Michigan does not usually get much
attention during the primaries but two
things changed that for 2012. First,
Michigan decided to move forward the
primary and lose half of the delegates in
the process. Second, Mitt Romney was
born and raised here. Now, Michigan is
actually important ... somewhat.

The maddest
madness in March
Peake
Performance

By Daniel Peake
Sports Editor

Dap2k92@gmail.com
Ok so somebody for the love of God
please help me out with this. As you all
have probably noticed I’m a basketball
fan. I’m in love with the sport! What’s
not to love about it: the dunks, the crossover’s, the acrobatics. It’s the greatest
sport in history, hands down! Moreover,
seeing as the NBA is among the elite
basketball organizations on the planet,
I consider myself quite the avid fan. But
see there’s the root of the problem, I do
indeed love the NBA, but this whole
college basketball thing, its seriously
going over my head I mean seriously!
What’s the big deal? Why do people wait
in anticipation every year with brackets
in hand, expectations in heart (and for
some a couple bets in the pocket; wink,
wink, nudge, nudge)?
Ok so here’s my main argument. There
are way too many teams. In the NBA we
follow 30 teams and two conferences,
with somewhere around 12 to 15 players
on each team, that’s easy. In NCAA
Basketball, there are approximately 34
conferences, with 322 schools, along with
4 independent schools; keep in mind that
this is only for Division 1 men’s basketball. Do you know what this means to me
readers? It means I have to work much
harder to keep up with what’s going on
in the college circuit than in the professional arena. Seriously, I broke a sweat
crunches the numbers for this massive
athletic system. The workout I would get
from keeping up with stats alone from
NCAA basketball, would probably be
equivalent to the workout the players
receive on a game to game basis. That
a pep talk, an attempt to get the troops
riled up and man the phones for one final
push. The staffers rushed out with signs,
knowing full well how many votes are
decided on the way to the polls, which is
frightening.
Rick Santorum took full advantage of
Michigan’s open primary. He actively
courted everyone he could to get a win
on Romney’s ‘home turf,’ which may have
hurt more than it helped the hometown
presidential hopeful. Even Schoolcraft
was not left out in the quest for publicity. The nearly unknown candidate Fred
Karger stopped by to talk to a few classes.

They spoke

They left

The candidates crisscrossed the state
shaking hands and delivering speeches
but the real action was on the day of
primary. This was the last chance for
the candidates to get people to go out to
the polls. The morning of the primary,
Romney went to his Livonia headquarters
to speak in front of the press and supporters. The room was covered in handmade signs, one reading, “Vote for the
man named after the mitten.” Perhaps he
would have won by a larger margin using
that slogan. The speech was more like

A few hours after the final speeches,
the motorcades rushed to the border. The
good people of Michigan were left with
getting back to daily life. The attention
that the primary brought is now long
gone. Romney further consolidated his
lead, with Santorum following closely
behind. The key to the rest of the primaries is whether Santorum can keep
his campaign funding up to the level
to challenge Romney. While Santorum
may be appealing to part of the electorate that is not convinced on Romney, the

scares me. I mean isn’t the whole point
of being a fan that you get to watch the
game and experience the excitement
thereof, without actually putting in any
physical labor.
On the other hand I’ve heard from
plenty of reliable sources that this in
itself is the excitement of college ball, the
unpredictable factor that comes along
with it. Most times the odds of predicting who comes out a champion at the
end of the season are extremely difficult
to foresee. This ambiguous nature surrounding the college season, drives the
intense passion and expectation of most
fans. However, in comparison to the
NBA, this indefinite aspect of the game
is almost always nonexistent. Honestly,
who didn’t see Boston winning a title in
2008 when they acquired Ray Allen and
Kevin Garnett.
Another factor would definitely be the
star factor behind the players of the NBA
and that of many collegiate players. Let’s
be serious, who gives a flying crap about
Lebron James, seeing as he’s been in the
league for almost 10 years and nothing to
show for it but a couple of MVP awards
and a few botched appearances in the
championships (others may see differently but this isn’t there column now is
it). Really the renown and prestige of
this man, like many others in the NBA,
is fruitless seeing as they have yet to
take there talents and prove themselves
and their team the best in the league.
On the other hand, collegiate players
who have indeed obtained some sort of
recognition have done so by playing literally hundreds of players throughout the
NCAA and most times their efforts, lead
to a NCAA title (note however, when I
say most times I mean more often than
Lebron James…HA!)
All in all I don’t know, I could be wrong
in my unfavorable view point towards
College hoops. By all means I could easily
just be lazy, who knows. So for those
who find my opinion on collegiate basketball inaccurate by all means present
your argument and I’ll be glad to hear
it. Maybe, just maybe, someone might
persuade me to take a look at this year’s
March Madness, no promises though.
former senator from Pennsylvania is not
even close to matching Romney’s level of
funing.
A week after the Michigan primary was
Super Tuesday when the bulk of the delegates were up for grabs. Newt Gingrich,
who stayed out of the Michigan contest,
made his push in the South. He is trying
to play up the local son angle, but since
Santorum took both Mississippi and
Alabama, there is no reason for him to
remain in the race, unless he is looking
for trading the few delegates he has for
a nice cabinet position. Ron Paul, while
having support of young people, only
managed to squeak 12 percent of the
Michigan vote. The most likely reason
Paul is still in the race is to give national
exposure to his libertarian-leaning views,
perhaps attempt to change the national
conversation.
Michigan will still see political ads and
yard signs will only become more commonplace after the nomination is secured
and the national campaign revs into high
gear. But aside from a speech here and
there, Michigan is back to being a backwater. Four more years of it only mentioned alongside the auto manufacturers
or emergency financial managers.
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Congratulations
Schoolcraft College

Class of 2012!

Come to the Grad Fair!

April 9

April 12

Livonia Campus
9am–6pm

Radcliff Center
9am–12pm & 5–8pm

Waterman Campus Center
Wilson Room (near Henry’s)

Heritage Room

At the Grad Fair:
The Grad Fair is one stop shopping
for everything you will need to participate
in the commencement ceremony and to
celebrate and share your achievements at
Schoolcraft College.

Receive your FREE cap, gown & tassel
for the ceremony.
Order PTK regalia, diploma frame, class ring,
graduation announcements, commencement DVD,
alumni merchandise and more!

For more information, visit the bookstore or schoolcraft.edu/graduation

Major in
communications.

As a student, you can take advantage of instant
savings on monthly service plans. To make it easy,
we’ll even waive the activation fee. Save with your
discount for students of Schoolcraft College.

Save 10%
on select regularly priced
monthly service plans

Serving the Educational Community since 1942

Requires a new two-year Agreement

Activation fee waived
for new activations.
Up to $36 value.
Requires a new two-year Agreement

For almost 70 years, Michigan Educational Credit Union
(MECU) has specialized in serving the unique financial needs
of educational employees. MECU membership is open to
employees of schools located in Wayne, Washtenaw, Oakland,
Macomb, Livingston and Jackson counties – including employees
of Schoolcraft College. Now nearly 50,000 members strong,
MECU offers some of the best savings and loan rates in the
state, with less fees and fewer minimum balance requirements
than most financial institutions. Plus, everyone can enjoy the
convenience of our two ATMs on campus – in the McDowell
Center vestibule and in the VistaTech Center. Find out what
we can do for you today at www.michedcu.org.

To find a store near go to:
www.sprint.com/storelocator

Plymouth Main Office
9200 Haggerty Rd • Plymouth, MI 48170
(734) 455-9200
Livonia
(734) 261-1050

Ann Arbor
(734) 761-7505

Brighton
(810) 494-6000

Royal Oak
(248) 399-7473

Macomb
(586) 566-5599

Bring your Student ID and mention this code:
Corporate ID: GMCTA_SCF_ZST

May require credit approval and deposit. $200 early termination fee/line applies. Individual-Liable Discount: Available only to eligible students of the university participating in the discount
program. May be subject to change according to the university’s agreement with Sprint. Available upon request on select plans and only for eligible lines. Discount applies to monthly service
charges only. No discounts apply to add-ons $29.99 or below. Other Terms: Coverage not available everywhere. Nationwide Sprint and Nextel National Networks reach over 278 and 279
million people, respectively. Offers not available in all markets/retail locations or for all phones/networks. Pricing, offer terms, fees and features may vary for existing customers not eligible for
upgrade. Other restrictions apply. See store or sprint.com for details. ©2011 Sprint. Sprint and the logo are trademarks of Sprint. Other marks are the property of their respective owners.
N085774
MV123456
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Ocelot
Opinions
Compiled by Steven Grill
& Photos by Andrew Kieltyka

"What is your ideal Spring
Break or your favorite
vacation memory?"
Brett
Reister
Major: Liberal Arts

"Chilling with friends."

Janie
Bauer
Major:Speech
Pathology

Free PoPcorn!

Ping Pong!

"Going on a cruise through the Caribbean."

Felicia
Hohl

Free Wi-Fi!

Major: Undecided

m oV i e s !

"I went skinny dipping in the Atlantic
Ocean with two other girls."

Video games!

Joe
Dicesare
Major: Biology/
Phsyician's Assistant

s T u dy l o u n g e !

"Going to Mexico during my Senior Year."

Pool Tables!

Justin
Booth
Major: Business

"Singing "Drop It Like It's Hot" at karaoke
on the beach."

Nick
Rogish
Major: International
Business

"Going to Chicago."

Kellianne
Pilliod
Major: Culinary Arts

"Going to the Gulf of Mexico with my
family. It was a very fun bonding experience
for all of us."
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Complete your bachelor’s degree close
to home with Siena Heights University!
• Bachelor degree programs available in:
Business Administration
Community Service
Multidisciplinary Studies
Professional Communication

Applied Science majors in:
• Allied Health • Public Safety
• Technical Fields • Trades & Apprenticeships

• Transfer up to 90 credits towards your Siena Heights University
Bachelor Degree.
• Day, evening, weekend, and online classes available.
• Undergraduate and graduate classes are offered.

Contact Us Today!

Metropolitan Detroit Program: 800.787.7784 • mdp@sienaheights.edu • www.sienaheights.edu/mdp
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Serve &
Protect
YOU have an opportunity to complete
a bachelor’s degree right here on the
campus of Schoolcraft College. Ferris State
University offers relevant degree programs
for YOU locally. We’re creating the
professionals who can meet Michigan’s
immediate needs. Through Ferris at
Schoolcraft College, YOU can be a force
in Michigan’s workforce.
Criminal Justice, B.S.
Be prepared for a professional career in
the criminal justice system today. Graduates
of this program are able to seek federal,
state and/or local criminal justice agency
employment or admission to law school or
graduate school. This program gives you a
general education in criminal justice, but also
lets you choose to focus on specific technical
skills by enrolling in clusters of courses in the
areas of forensic science, communications,
accounting, computer information systems,
human resource management, Spanish or
social sciences.

CRIMINAL

JUSTICE,

BACHELOR’S

DEGREE

Schoolcraft College
Radcliff Center:
1751 Radcliff St.
Garden City, MI 48135
(586) 263-6773
FerrisSE@ferris.edu
www.ferris.edu/statewide

FERRIS STATE
UNIVERSITY
GARDEN CITY

YOUR career in Criminal Justice
begins at Ferris State University.

We’ll Pay You

auto loans

$50

that keep you

moving

To Open a New
Checking Account

Let us put you in the driver’s seat

When you open a new Community Alliance checking account
with a VISA Check (Debit) Card, we’ll give you $50 cash. Plus,
you’ll enjoy these FREE services:
• Free e-Alerts
• Free e-Statements
• Free Internet Banking & Bill Pay
• Free access to over 28,000 surcharge-free ATMs nationwide

Community Financial can help you into your
new car with low payments and flexible
terms on new & used auto loans. We’ll
explain the process and give you options.
Our loans feature no application fees and
you can even manage your loan online.
Apply in person, by phone or
at www.cfcu.org.

COLOR VERSION

PMS 280, 100%, 80%, 60%, 40%, 23% and BLACK

Bring in this ad to receive your $50 when
you open your new checking account and
Visa Check Card combination!
Community Alliance
est. 1966

credit union

*Offer available to individuals without a CACU checking account.
Must qualify through CheckSystems, be creditworthy and at least
18 years of age. Cash will be deposited into your checking account
within 60 days after your account opening and verifying activity
to your account. One coupon per member and not redeemable
for cash. Offer subject to change. Coupon expires June 1, 2012.

Federally Insured by NCUA

Dearborn Office

Livonia Branch

(Located just inside
North entrance of
AAA Headquarters Bldg.)

(At Newburgh)

1 Auto Club Drive
Dearborn, MI 48126
313.336.1534
800.287.0046

37401 Plymouth Road
Livonia, MI 48150
734.464.8079

communityalliancecu.org

Everyone
Welcome!

Plymouth · Canton · Northville · Novi
(734) 453-1200 · (877) 937-2328 · www.cfcu.org
Federally insured by the NCUA.

Equal Housing Lender. © 2010 Community Financial.
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The Schoolcraft Culinary Salon Team members (from Left): Brandon Zarb, Michelle Collett, Katie Kilanski, Tyler Berquist,
and Carla Spicuzzi

Top of the Food Chain
Schoolcraft Culinary Salon Team wins state competition

By Ian Gallagher
Managing Editor

Schoolcraft’s Culinary Salon team
took first place at the Michigan
level of the American Culinary
Federation (ACF) Student Team
Championship. The competition has
three different phases. “At the state
level you’re required to do a skills
competition and a hot foods competition,” said Chef Kevin Gawronski,
one of the team’s coaches. There
were four teams
in the state
level competition: Schoolcraft,
Oakland Community College, the
Art Institute in Novi and Baker
College of Muskegon.

The Competition
The skills phase is a tag-team
competition where the judges
assign each team member a skill
at random. The skills include two
different butchering techniques
(butchering chicken and boning
and filleting a whole fish), a pastry
section where the team has to roll
out an eight inch tart shell ready
to bake, having to make one quart
of pastry cream and segment an
orange. The final phase is knife
skills, which requires cutting vegetables or fruit, dicing an onion,
and peeling and slicing a tomato.
The knife section also require them
to tourney 8 potatoes, which is a
cutting style that cuts it into seven
even sides, each about two inches
long, three quarters of an inch
wide in the center, making them
look kind of like a little football.
All of this had to be done in just 80

minutes. This requires all the team
members to be well versed in all of
the aspects of the competition. It
took “a lot of research and time to
get everything perfect,” said Team
Captain Katie Kilanski.
The second part of the competition is where the team takes the
food that they butchered and processed in the first part and makes
it into a four course menu, in only
an hour and a half. But the team
must start serving the courses with
15 minutes left. Nothing is premade
or processed other than what was
prepared during the skills part of
the competition. The competition is
based on an objective point system.
“They are judging you on how are
you cooking because in the kitchen
part there is a cooking score and
a tasting score,” said Gawronski,
“so there is someone in the kitchen
watching you prepare the food for
the entire time you are in there
then there are judges that are
strictly tasting the food.”
The competition was a new experience for this year’s team. “It’s
like you blink and it’s over with,”
said Kilanski. “It was very fast. It
is somewhat nerve-wracking, but
that’s why we practice so much, so
the nerves aren’t there. You just
kind of go back to relying on what
you know.”
“The competition was fun,” said
Brandon Zarb, “I wasn’t as nervous
as I thought I would be. We felt
comfortable, because we had been
practicing so much, that once we
actually got there, we just let our

training do all the work and went
into autopilot.”
Zarb participated in skills, going
first with pastries, and was a hot
food alternate, who can do everything except manipulate food,
which includes prepping, cleaning
and making sure that the team is
cooking clean, because the kitchen
score, which includes cleanliness
and organization as well as cooking
calm and collected, is worth almost
as much as the food score.

Looking Ahead

away winners four times,” said Chef
Kevin, “I think we’ve got a good
shot at [winning another].”

A Group Effort
“Great team effort from all the
faculty members,” said Chef Kevin,
“they have all been helping out
greatly throughout this whole
process and I think that has helped
elevate [the team] to the level
they’re at now.” Kilanski was “very
thankful and grateful to have the
staff and our instructors. They
donate a lot of their own time
towards the team and we’re very
fortunate to be part of Schoolcraft
College, and to have such great
resources. We’re very lucky and
very happy to be here.”

The team’s next challenge will be
the Regional Competition, held on
April 15 at Schoolcraft. At regional’s
the team will be competing against
10 other state-winning teams of
the last six years. Four of those
years, Schoolcraft was national
champion. “So we’re competing against the best,” said Chef
Great Lakes Pickerel
Kevin. Regional’s will be held in
Wrapped
in house-made guanciale, on
conjunction with the central ACF
fennel
palette,
carrot puree, beurre blanc
conference at Motor City hotel
sauce and crispy parsnip
in Detroit but the actual cooking
Artichoke “Carpaccio”
portions of the competition will
A bouquet of Mache, pea shoots and sorrel;
take place at Schoolcraft, which
golden beet puree, raw cashew nut butter,
was chosen as it is the best site
crisp tomato tuile, warm artichoke soufflé and
facility-wise.
lemon vinaigrette
The regional stage of the comSupreme
de
Volaille a’La Ecarlate
petition will feature a cold platter
Braised
swiss
chard “two ways,” celeriac,
in addition to the skills and hot
tender
onion
sets,
new garden peas, fondant
food parts of the competition.
potato and sauce supreme
The team is busy getting the cold
A study of Tropical Flavors
platter perfect. It will consist of
A passion fruit and coconut tart presented
a savory mousse made of fish,
with caramelized bananas, rice pudding roll
keeping with the local food
and tropical fruit salad
theme. “We’ve been to nationals five times, and we’ve come

The Menu
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Children's author
"pops" back home

Music for all

Alumnus returns to showcase new book
By Kim Poma

Campus Life Editor

Return of the Friday
Evening Recital Series

By Sharita Watson
Staff Writer

The Schoolcraft College Foundation and Schoolcraft Musical
Department are sponsoring the ongoing Friday Evening Recital
Series. These are concerts featuring live performances by professional musicians. The series began in 2007 and had benefitted from enthusiastic support from the community.
The first musical event will be held on Friday, March 23, followed by the second and final for the year, on April 20. Both
musical performances will be held at the VisTaTech Center in
the Presentation Room, at 8 p.m., followed by a reception.
The first performance of the series will feature three local
divas: soprano Elizabeth Major and mezzo-sopranos Wendy
Bloom and Monica Swartout-Bebow will be paying tribute to
the Andrew Sisters. The Andrew Sisters were known in the
1930s and ‘40s as one of the country’s first widely-recognized
singing groups. The singers will be accompanied by a live band.
The concert on April 20 will feature pianist Lori Sims.
Schoolcraft College’s Music Activities Coordinator Patricia
Minnick said, “The concerts present a variety of classical performers … soloists and small ensembles.” Also, students will
have “an opportunity to hear high-quality professional musicians in live performance.”
The Friday Evening Recital Series are very affordable,
general admission will cost $20 or just $10 for Schoolcraft
College students.
Students may purchase tickets by:
Visiting www.scboxoffice.com
Calling 734-462-4409
In person at the Schoolcraft Bookstore, MondayThursday, 8:30 a.m.- 7:00 p.m.; Fridays, 8:30 a.m.- 4 p.m.
There are also a series of Wednesday noon recitals
being offered, free of charge. Students may find out
more information about afternoon recitals at
www.schoolcraft.edu/music/schedule.aspx.

Schoolcraft College takes on the role of a
proud parent this month. On Tuesday, March
27, Joseph Kelly is returning to his alma mater
to show off his new children’s book that he coauthored. The book is titled “Pete the Popcorn”
and it manages to teach children, ages 4-8, that
they can grow up (or “pop up”) into anything
they would like to be.
“I’ve always been interested in Children’s
Books, from the illustrations that represent
imagination and creativity to the words that
can convey a message,” Kelley said. “And when
my nephew, who will turn 12 this year, was
being bullied in school, I knew that I had found
my reason to write a book.” Thus, Pete was
born.
Kelley met his co-author, Nick Rokicki
when they both worked in wedding media.
They were quickly able to discover they made
a good team, and that teamwork dribbled
over into writing as well. “[Rokicki] and I
discussed ways in which we could present an
anti-bullying message to young kids...without
being blatant. So we decided on a theme and
story that teaches them about encouraging
others and the differences in each of us that

Secrets of the Quill

become more noticeable as we grow up,”
Kelley said.
Pete the Popcorn is already reaching ultimate popularity. In March alone, Kelley
and Rokicki are reading to 300 classrooms
and they’re already planning a sequel.
“The name Pete is actually an acronym-- it
stands for Pursuing Excellence Through
Encouragement. Teachers across the area
have embraced this theme, so the next story
about Pete the Popcorn will continue to speak
of encouragement.”
But there’s more than just reading during
these school visits. “Currently, we do a
classroom activity after reading Pete the
Popcorn, where students volunteer to stand
and say some kind words about a classmate.
We would love to turn this into a program
for children called Popcorn Prep, which is
the name of Pete’s school in the book, and
travel to schools across the country to teach
encouragement,” Kelley said. “We both
believe that children encouraging children
on a daily basis will be the answer to eliminating bullying in our schools.”
An alumnus of the college, Kelly is getting the
hero’s welcome by visiting the Children’s Center
on campus for a special live reading. During this
event he will also be signing copies of his book.
Anyone who wishes to have an autographed copy
is asked to drop off their copies on March 26, with
a sticky note that has their name, contact info
and how they wish their book to be autographed.
Anyone can also stop by on March 27 around 11:30
a.m. for a quick meet and greet. They are asked to
keep in mind that Kelly must leave by noon.
For more information about Kelly’s visit,
contact Debbie Forsman at extension 5593
(daily before noon) or email her at dforsman@
schoolcraft.edu
And for more information on Pete the
Popcorn, you can visit the homepage,
www.PetethePopcorn.com.

By Pete Helms
Staff Writer

Getting down to business

Q: With graduation creeping ever closer, I
have begun applying for jobs wherever I can. I
have to include a cover letter with the next application but I have never written a business letter.
Can you help?
A: Writing a business letter can seem like
an impossible feat, but, in reality, they are not
much different from any other letter. Do take
care, however. A letter full of errors can mean
the difference between making it to the interview or into the paper shredder.
The most important thing to keep in mind
throughout the entire process is to remain professional. Type your letter on plain paper using
an easy-to-read font such as Times New Roman.
Be polite and avoid sounding desperate, cute,
funny or aggressive. Focus on the future and be
positive without coming off as arrogant.
Now that we have that down, formatting
another aspect in need of attention. Every business letter should begin with a header that contains your name, address and the date. About
four spaces down, type in the name and address
to the individual to whom you are writing. If
you do not know the name of the individual, you
should be safe using the name of the company.
However, researching the name of the person who
has hiring authority shows you put an effort into
choosing the job and could offer you an edge.

Add a couple more spaces and open the letter
with an appropriate greeting, such as “Dear
Mr. Doe,” then add two more spaces and begin
your letter. Remember to stay on-topic, be professional and avoid spelling and grammatical
errors. Your body paragraphs do not need to be
double spaced, however you should include two
spaces between each paragraph, including the
last one.
In your body, you should include what position
you are applying for and why you are a good fit
for the company. Use the active voice and use
clear, concise language. This letter will act as a
mini interview; it should go without saying that
you never lie on a cover letter. It is not a story
book however and one page is the norm.
When you are finished, end the letter
with and appropriate closing such
as “sincerely” and leave four spaces
before typing out your first and
last name. Double-check for errors,
then print and sign the document.
You should always type a new
cover letter for each job you apply
to; employers will know if you are
using a template. If you still have questions about formatting a business letter,
feel free to stop by the LAC and visit the
Writing Fellows!

D o you h ave a ny
E n g l i s h q ue r ie s of you r
ow n? I f s o, you c a n s e nd
q ue s t ion s to f e l low s @ s c ho ol c r a f t .e du . We’ l l b e g l ad to
he lp you work t h r ou g h you r
w r it i n g t r ouble s .
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Theater life
before the
curtain rises
An actor's emotional ride before taking the stage
By Alys Dolan

Arts & Entertainment Editor

Editor’s note: This is the final
portion of a three-part series
detailing the ins and outs of a
Schoolcraft College Theater
Department production.
I recall a quote from the
legendary Vivien Leigh as the
anxiety of opening night fills
my entire body: “When I come
into the theatre, I get a sense
of security. I love an audience.
I love people and I act because
I like trying to give pleasure to
people.”
The time has finally come –
opening weekend. Now I must
use everything I have been
taught in the last few weeks. I
must apply all the critiques and
criticisms to give this character
true life on stage. This is the
moment where our cast must
blur the line between fiction
and reality to the audience and
create the illusion of another
world.
During the final rehearsals,
adjustments were made and the
performance has been diligently
prepared for. My character
has been developed and established, and there is a conviction
behind my voice as I perform

my scenes. However, as content
and confident as I feel over
this show, once an actor allows
himself or herself to feel comfortable, they will slip up and
could even ruin a performance.
The recent rehearsals have
been focused on tempo and projection. Our cast needs to get in
the right timing for our characters to fully immerse the audience in our show’s illusion. We
have certainty in our lines and
our blocking, thus leading us to
a wonderful and poetic tempo.
Vocal projection is crucial
to an actor’s performance as is
visual projection. The actions
must be suitable to the character, the scene and show but
also must be clearly seen from
any audience member in the
theatre. I must keep myself
from “mugging” or exaggerating facial expressions. My body
language, hand gestures and
posture must reflect my character.
Call time is two hours before
the show and all cast members
must sign in on the callboard. It
allows the director to be aware
of who is available and who is
not. However, on show nights
everyone should be there as
early as possible and the direc-

Sunday

Monday

Tuesday

tor should not have to fret over
who is not.
As the makeup is polished
and the hair is teased, the
nerves dissipate into a feeling of
excitement and anxiety for the
curtain to rise. For the next few
hours the light will shine on our
cast and a house full of spectators will hang on every word.
The nerves return with a force a
few moments before curtain.
“Remember,” I quietly whisper
to myself, “concentrate. Satisfy
the desire of the character and
express the character in theatrical turns.”
Most actors have rituals to
relieve stage fright or to maintain a good performance, almost
as if it were a superstition to
them. I love finding the darkest
corner of the theater, closing my
eyes and envisioning the world
my character lives in. It leads to
an almost calming excitement.
Before my thoughts run too far,
I hear the crew prepare for the
curtain to rise and everyone
whispers, “Places.”
Deep breaths. Stand tall. This
is it. The curtain is pulled back
and the light illuminates the
little world we have created over
the past few weeks.
Here we go…

Connect yourself
SC offers a hand with the
hottest social networks
By Kim Poma

Campus Life Editor

In a world where we can have Internet access on
our phones and take classes online, it pays to know
what you’re doing whenever you log on. Thankfully,
Schoolcraft can help. On Tuesday, March 27, the
College will be hosting a seminar to help attendees
learn how to use certain websites.
Facebook, Twitter and LinkedIn are the three featured sites. During the first half, attendees will be
walked through some of the ways of navigating these
popular websites. The second half of the seminar
will provide participants the opportunity to work
on Facebook, LinkedIn and Twitter in a lab setting,
implementing the information they gained earlier.
This seminar is open to students, staff and
anyone who wants to attend and it costs absolutely
nothing. It’s a great opportunity for any Baby
Boomers who may still have issues understanding
these websites or for anyone who is inexperienced
with social media in general. There will be two
separate seminars: one from 10:30-11:50 a.m. and
one from 5-6:30 p.m. They will be located in the
VisTaTech Center, rooms 450 and 460.
For more information, call the LAC at 734-462-4436.

Thursday

Wednesday

Saturday

Friday

18

19

20

Gnarly Radicals Dude!
3:00-4:20 pm
MC110

Spaghetti Dinner
and Wine Glow:
5:30-!0:30 pm
$35 per person

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

29

30

31

1

2

3

4

5

7

8

Panel Discussion
“The Undertaking:
Life Sudies from the
Dismal Trade”
1:15-2:15 pm
MC200

Spring and Summer’
2012 - Walk In
Registration begins

Meet the Author:
Thomas Lynch
“The Undertaking:
Life Sudies from the
Dismal Trade”
1:15-2:15 pm
VT550

Movie: Frontline:
The Undertaking
1:00-2:00 pm
MC200

Book Discussion
“The Undertaking:
Life Sudies from the
Dismal Trade”
4:00-5:00 pm
Radcliﬀ Center Room 625

11th Annual
Multicultural Fair
10:00 am-3:00 pm
VistaTech

Evening Recital Series:
Tribute to the
Andrews Sisters
8:00-10:00 pm
VT Presentation Room
Tickets $20
Students $10

Romeo and Juliet
Dinner Theater
6:30-10:00 pm
LA Theater
Tickets $24
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Dean's List
Academic Achievement

Each semester we recognize students
for high academic achievement by naming
them to the Dean’s List. The minimum
requirements for fall or winter semester are:
• Full-time students who complete
12 or more credits during the semester with a semester grade-point average
of 3.5 or higher. The College sends a
letter of recognition to students’ homes
and notifies hometown newspapers.
• Part-time students who, after completing
a total of 12, 24, 36, 48, and 60 credit hours,
have earned a cumulative grade-point
average of 3.5 or higher. The College sends
a letter of recognition to students’ homes.

First Name Last Name
Joseph Abate
Nur Abu-lawi
Megan Abu-Zahra
Mohammad Achkar
Grace Ackerman
Zaneta Adamenka
Amber Adams
Kathy Adams
Margaret Adams
Peter Adams
Timothy Adams
Kristina Adamson
Shade Adesina
Andrea Adkins
Aisha Ahmad
Kristin Ahonen
Chisome Ajagu
Georgina Ajami
Tania Ajami
Hiba Al Adhami
Abdallah Al Nakhal
William Albert
Melissa Albrecht
Michael Alder
Tiffany Alder
Michael Aldini
Amber Aldrich
Chavaughn Alexander
Gregory Alexiev
Ibraheem Algabry
Udai Ali
Rachel Alkubani
Christopher Allen
Robert Allen II
Kimberly Allen
Madeline Allen
Renee Allen
Rion Allen
Susan Allers
Andrew Allred
Nicole Almas
Caroline Alonso
Hiba Alsuleiman
Carlos Alvarado
Peter Alway
Bradley Ambrose
Krystal Ames
Donald Amore
Donna Anastasia
Eric Anderson
Howard Anderson
Miranda Anderson
Grace Anderzak
Nydia Andrade
Crystal Andree
Brittney Andrews
Joanne Anheuser
Sheharyar Anjum
Bushra Annahas
Gerard Antoniotti
Jaime Anway
Matthew Aoun
Anthony Aquinto
Joseph Aragones
Lewa Araj
Fatema Arastu
Alison Armstrong
Melissa Armstrong
Michael Armstrong
Lynette Arpi
Matthew Ashley
Phillip Asmus
Lisa Associati
Jodie Austin
Dawn Avedisian
Joshua Avery
Paul Avian
Kelly Ayotte
Debra Azizi

Katelyn Babcock
Michael Bagian
Julia Baidel
Paige Baidel
Aaron Bailey
Edward Bailey
Annette Baker
Gwendolyn Baker
Jessica Baker
Brent Bakewell
Isabela Balde
Nancy Baldwin
Thomas Balewski
Sean Balnaves
Anna Bandoian
Joseph Bandy
Andrew Banish
Holly Banks
Christina Bantau
Mary Baraszu
Rachel Barath
Jacqueline Barber
Joseph Barber
Tyler Barber
Donald Barlow
Kaedra Barnes
Brenda Barnett
Jeffrey Barnett
Michelle Barnett
Emily Barnhart
Hetal Barot
Debra Barraco
Barbara Barreto
Chelsea Barton
Jennifer Barton
Seth Barton
Erica Bartoszyk
Nathaniel Basch
Umamaheswari Baskaran
Eric Basner
Michael Basner
Diane Bass
Cindy Bastien
Marissa Basty
Shivani Batra
Janie Bauer
Leeanne Baumdraher
Nathan Baumgartner
Tori Baxter
Kalthoum Bayz
Fatima Bazzi
Jonathon Beal
McKayla Beam
Eric Beamish
Tyler Beauchamp
Donna Beaumont
Joshua Beauvais
Karen Becker
Leanne Becker
Lydia Becker
Thomas Bedell
Peter Bedigian
Deanna Bedoun
Daniel Beier
Elizabeth Beiser
Jake Beitzel
Steven Belanger
Lance Belcher
Bradley Belesky
Diane Belyk
Luciana Benavidez
Roberto Benitez
Amanda Bennett
Joshua Bennett
Megan Bennett
Ryan Benoit
Mirsada Berberovic
Michelle Bergman
Tyler Bergquist
Corrine Beringer

Michael Berry
Samantha Berry
Temprance Berry
Michael Bess
Danielle Best
Stephen Betts
Alisha Beyer
Mandeep Bhatti
Bageshri Bhavsar
Corey Bialkowski
Ashley Bica
Kelly Bida
Kendall Biek
Daniel Bihn
Nicholas Bil
Branden Bilicki
Mary Bilko
Christine Bingenheimer
Kari Bingham
Thomas Blackledge
Jessica Blake
Joseph Blake
Kevin Blanchard
Oseia Blanding
Dreama Blaszyk
Cecelia Blazejewski
Nicholas Bledsoe
Matthew Bleggi
Ashley Blessing
Kyle Blickenstaff
Mark Blumhardt
Thomas Bobovski
Maureen Bodenbach
Joel Boettcher
Emilie Boggs
Edward Bohach
Caitlin Boik
Mark Bolak
Christopher Boldvich
Karen Bonanno
Wesley Bond
Bethany Bonenfant
Kimberly Bonenfant
Shiva Bongu
Kurt Bonnell
Anthony Bonnett
Adam Boonstra
Kayla Boose
Thomas Booza
Marissa Borden
Frank Borg
Richard Borges
Nicole Borovsky
Edmund Bosas
Alanna Bosen
Sally Boulis
Melanie Bowles
Melanie Bowles
Brandon Boxberger
Ivan Boyd
Jacob Bozek
Jessica Brace
Orgela Brace
Orjola Brace
Harneet Braich
Melinda Bramigk
Keri Brandon
Eric Brandt
Karli Brandt
Heather Brannon
Staci Branscomb
Eric Brasher
Lindsay Braxton
Daniel Brazil
Dillon Breen
Shane Breest
Timothy Brehmer
Jillian Brennan
Laurie Brenton
Marlon Brezinsky
Lisa Bridges
Kalan Briggs
Alicia Briggs-Chase
Richard Brisbois
Suzanne Briscoe
James Britton
Lisa Brodie
Shawn Brodie
Amy Brooks
Eric Brooks
Tangela Broomfield
Caleb Brown
Christy Brown
Courtney Brown
Matthew Brown
Raymond Brown
Thomas Brown
Eric Brownlee
Kimberly Brun
Richard Bruning
Kenneth Bryant
Lindsey Bryant
Kyle Brzezinski
Roger Buaquina
Nicole Bucciarelli
Jenna Buck
Melissa Buck
Rael’e Buddenborg
Rebecca Bugielski
Ashley Bullard

Donna Bunin
Lisa Bunker
Holly Bunzeluk
Brandy Burda
Joyce Burda
Kara Bureau
Richard Burg
Annette Burgan
Deborah Burke
Devin Burke
Jade Burkett
Mary Burkett
David Burkhart
Charlotte Burley-Thompson
Kristine Burns
Rachel Burns
Michele Burton
Allison Bushway
Christine Busick
Briana Butler
Isaac Butler
Sandra Butler
T’keyah Butler
Chase Cabble
Robert Cable
Virginia Cacicedo
Michelle Cagle
William Cain, Jr
Jennifer Caminidi
Amanda Campbell
April Canedo
Shannon Caperton
Marisa Caponey
Thomas Caracostas
Jasmine Cardenas
Brittany Cardinal
Quiana Carmona
Kimberly Carr
Wesley Carr
Amber Carranza
Joseph Carravallah
Walter Carriveau
Joslin Carson
Alvin Carter
Brittney Carter
Daniel Carter
Erika Carter-McBee
Laura Caruso
Maggie Caruso
Molly Caruso
T Cassity-Guilliom
Leah Casteel
Maria Castro
Rachel Castro
Rebecca Castro
Benjamin Catterall
Danyal Cetin
Kelly Chabala
Amy Chaban
Susan Chacko
Renee Chahil
Anne Chambers
Joseph Chambers
Donald Chambers Jr
Rachel Chapman
Mona Charara
Christopher Chartier
Quintin Cheek
Amanda Chehab
Adriene Cherry
Francine Cherry
Jeremy Chesnut
Paul Chesny
Alicia Chiasson
Melina Chiatalas
Karen Chiles
Imad Chmeissani
Matthew Christo
Angela Christopher
Zachary Christopoulos
Samantha Chupa
Cory Church
Gary Chuslo
Kelly Chytry
Laurin Chytry
Michael Ciaramitaro
Andrew Ciarkowski
John Cipolletti
Zachary Cisek
Shanna Claflin
John Clancy
Christopher Clark
Eileen Clark
Jeffery Clark
Margaret Clark
Mela Clark
Richard Clark
Mercedes Clausen
Kenneth Clawson
Helena Clements
Sean Cline
Maureen Clinton
Carol Clymer
Caaron Cobb
Loretta Cobb
Angelica Colarossi
Michael Cole
Alexandra Coleman
Erika Coleman
Jeffery Coleman

Lisa Coleman
Ryan Collen
Michelle Collett
Kathryn Collier
Kathryn Colling
Carolyn Collins
Marcia Collins
Mirandah Collins
Abigail Compton
Erin Condon
Jenae Conley
Michelle Conti
Joe Contratto
Maria Cook
Tyler Cook
Christopher Cooke
Melissa Coon
Frank Cooney
Nicholas Cooper
Jennifer Copeland
Krystle Copeland
Kris Cornelison
Adelaida Cosman
Evan Cosnowski
George Coss
Tiberiu Costan
Lita Cotner
Linda Cotter
Patricia Cousino
Brian Couture
Amber Creedon
Brian Crosby
Karly Crosby
Thomas Crouch
Melissa Crowley
Lisa Cruz
Kimberley Cullen
Amber Cummins
Nicolas Cummins
Jenna Currier
Chelsea Curtis
Leah Curtis
Catherin Cyriac
Rosemary Cyriac
Tina Czarney
Crystal Czarnik
Marie Czarnomski
Vania Da Costa
Riad Dabaja
Cheryl Dagner
Hannah Daily
Katelyne Dakin
Jessica Dale
Joshua Dale
Franco Dalfonso
Morgan Dalrymple
Joshua Dalton
Elizabeth Daly
Michelle Danaj
Zenita Daniel
Steven Daniels
Rebekah Dantes
Mitchell Daoust
Bethany Darr
Anna Darwactor
Mark Davidson
Andrew Davies
Melissa Davies
Lori Davila
Celeste Davis
Dayna Davis
Emily Davis
Grace Davis
Jennifer Davis
Kenneth Davis
Kourtni Davis
Nicole Davis
Keith Dawkins
Jeffrey Day
Jonathan Day
Holly Deady
Ashley Deal
Tonya Dean
Bobbie Debord
June Delgreco
Amanda Delorto
Megan Demarco
Kaitlyn Demeter
Jennifer Deming
Emily Denn
Evan Dennis
Kayla Denny
Marygrace Denton
Garrett Derian-Toth
Jeffery Deroseau
Neil Derscha
Dhara Desai
Matthew Desmond
Erica Desrosier
Melanie DeView
Jennifer Devlin
Megan Dewar
Alyssa Deykes
Nicholas Deyonker
Alejandra Diaz
Sean Diaz
Jessica Dicicco
Ryan Dickson
Deborah Diehr
Natalia Diiacovo

Katherine Dilworth
Amanda Dimaria
Jessica Dimovski
Paul Dingess
Stefany Dionysopoulos
Nicholas Dirasian
Lisa Dix
Loretta Dixon
Rebecca Dobis
Adam Doby
Mary Docksey
Kaitlyn Dodge-Marra
Samantha Domeier
Briana Domke
Heather Donohue
Drew Dood
Eric Dorow
Vanilza Dossantos
Molly Dowd
Charise Dowell
Megan Downey
Karol Drabek
Leslie Draybuck
Hannah Drennan
Connor Dresser
Nicole Driskell
Matthew Dubanik
James Dubinsky
Karen Duckworth
Pamela DuckworthConnolly
Thaddeus Dudek
Tavis Dudley
Simon Due
Tabitha Dufek
Kayce Duggan
Kristie Duke
Joshua Duncan
Laura Duncan
Emily Dunklee
Sarah Dunklee
Brian Dunn
Jordan Dunne
Thomas Duquette
Edward Duron
Samantha Dye
Brenna Dykstra
Drew Dziewit
Paul Eagleton
Sarah Eahrow
Brett Earle
Robert Easley
Dawn Easton
Neil Eby
Marjorie Edelbrock
Adam Edson
Elizabeth Edwards
Kodi Edwards
Ashley Effner
Karen Egan
Tiffany Eggenberger
Juanita Eisinger
Margaret Eisses
Rachael Eklund
Angelica Eldajjani-Ankawi
Haneen Elder
Mona Elhaouli
Timothy Elkins
Tanya Ellefson
Shenedia Ellington
Brian Elliott
Christopher Elliott
Jeffrey Ellsworth
Abdelkhaleq Elmouatasim Bih

Jennie Ely
Tamika Emerson
Jordan Emery
Kasey Ensign
Lisa Ensign
Rachel Ensign
Raluca Epure
Rachel Erdei
April Ernest
Heather Eros
Corrine Esch
Deleana Eshelman
Jennifer Eskildsen
Pat Esposo
Dena Essa
Kevin Essex
Leah Esslinger
Paul Estrada
Gregory Estrin
Dylan Evans
Janell Evans
Joshua Evans
Gabriela Everson
Christine Ewald
Carly Fabbri
Kendal Fabian
Kristen Fandrey
Vincent Fanelli
Yumiko Farrell
Dante Favot
Ali Fawaz
Callie Fefopoulos
Cameron Fegreus
Tyler Fegreus
Rebecca Feighner
Cynthia Fendt
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Christine Fenner
Mindy Fernando
Nichole Ferrell
Rosie Fesili
Robert Festerman
Annette Fichtner-Dancer
Bethany Fields
Nicholas Fila
Lesbia Filipek
Eric Fiorentino
Katherine Fiscelli
Carter Fischer
Joseph Fischer
Matthew Fisher
Robert Fisher
Krista Fisher-Carnes
Courtney Fishwick
Marilyn Fitzhugh
Ryan Flaharty
Timothy Flannery
Matthew Flesher
Katherine Fletcher
Angelina Floied
Katie Flores
Risha Flores
Matthew Florkowski
Ericka Floyd
Hillarie Flynn
Rachel Foltz
Corbin Foraker
Gina Ford
Stephanie Ford
Wilford Ford
Deandre Fordham-Johns
Patrick Forrest
Sean Forrest
Katherine Forster
Kerry Forsythe
Wendy Forton
Tommy Foskey
Maryann Fotchuk
Camila Fowler
Stephanie Fowler
Janay Fox
Jesse Fox
Mark Fox
Sheri Frader
Pauline Francis
Bernadette Franklin
Lillian Franklin
Stacey Franklin
Erik Franti
Michelle Frawley
Ryan Frederick
Cassandra Frenette
Jason Fried
Michelle Friedow
Brooke Frizzell
Nancy Frizzell
Caroline Fry
Shanna Fry
Christina Fuchs
Michelle Fuchs
Jennifer Fucile
Claire Fuelling
Charisa Fuqua
Maria Furdero
Delphine Furmanek
Blake Furnari
Brian Fuss
Roane Gaddy
Amanda Gadwell
Aaron Gagern
Brandon Gaiffe
Alicia Galka
Edward Gall
James Gallagher IV
Sam Galloway
Jennifer Galunas
Loretta Gamble
Hina Gandher
Shruti Gandhi
Regina Gandolfo
Kevin Gantz
Sarah Garbutt
Chelsey Garcia
Deborah Gardiner
Jane Gardner
Melissa Gardocki
Tianna Garland
Suzanne Garliauskas
Ashley Garrow
Cecelia Gasior
Katie Gasparotto
Jordan Gates
Kristy Gatternig
Derek Gauthier
Colin Gayadeen
Beth Gazdecki
Kristen Gazdecki
Bobbi Gelman
Veronica Genereux
Yianni Genimatas
Jessica Gennety
Alexander Geoffrey
Lorine Geraisy
Angela Gerak
Megan Gertley
Michael Ghannam
Nazi Ghannam

Ryan Ghannam
Alicia Ghastin
Troy Gibson
Zachery Gibson
Brooke Gidley
Lindsey Gierlach
Isha Gill
Stephanie Gillis
Niki Gilo
Tara Giordano
Rayshaunda Gipson
Petrit Gjetaj
Goran Gjorgjevic
Ryan Glass
Jasmine Glenn
Jessica Glenn
Valerie Glennie
Autumn Glover
Jessica Godwin
Jennifer Golden
Danny Goldstein
Adam Golec
John Golinske
Luis Gomez-Dominguez
Alyssa Gonzales
Laura Gonzalez
Jeffrey Goodwin
Michael Gordon
Stanley Gordon
Theresa Gorski
Debra Gorsky
Nicole Goss
Katelyn Gotts
Michael Gotts
Ruchitaben Goyani
Bryan Grace
Samantha Grace
Paul Graf
Angela Graham
Bernadette Graham
Jenna Graham
Sarah Graham
Cody Grant
Matthew Gray
Emma Green
Jesse Green
Ryan Green
Shannon Green
Daniel Greenshields
Christine Greer
Benjamin Gresko
Chelsea Gress
Timothy Griffin
Jeffrey Griffiths
Shannon Griffiths
Pamela Grigsby
Brittany Grimes
Shirley Grisa
Demi Grivas
Zachary Griwicki
Matthew Grocholski
Daniel Grochowski
Jordan Grohoski
Bridget Gross
Erik Gross
Kathryn Grundner
Katelyn Grunewald
Susan Grunkemeyer
Kristine Gudrais
Susan Guider
Greg Gumtow Jr
Joshua Gustitus
John Guth
Bryan Gutierrez
Perjackie S
tephanie Gutierrez
Samantha Gutkowski
Michael Guzick
James Hackler II
Kelsey Hadyniak
Kimberly Haendel
Jad Hagehassan
Phillip Haggerty
Elisabeth Hagie
Joseph Haglund
Zeinab Haidar
Donna Haine
Laurie Halbritter
Harper Halley
Jenna Hamed
Ab Ir Hamid
Heather Hammerstrom
Daniel Hammon
Faten Hammoud
Rachel Hampton
Julie Hanba
Andrea Hancock
Rahul Handa
Zachary Handel
Annaliece Hanlon
Kaitlyn Hanlon
Jessica Hannaford
Christina Hansen
Jennifer Hansen
Matthew Hansen
Amy Hanson
Jessica Harbson
Michael Harding
Benjamin Hardy
Jason Harfoot

Lagaya Harma
Amelia Harp
Felicia Harrell
Ryan Harrell
Christie Harris
Donovan Harrison
Michael Harrison
Denise Hart
Jennifer Harter
Jessica Hartley
Ann Harvey
Katee Harwood
Tiffany Harwood
Keenan Hassell
Daniel Hassett
Jessica Hassett
Kenneth Hatch
Amy Hatfield
Michelle Hattar
Natalie Hauenstein
Alissa Hauser
Jennifer Havas
Kelsey Havener
Kevin Hawk
Janet Hawken
Stacy Hawkins
Emiljan Haxhi
Kathryn Hay
Ashley Hayden
Jillian Haydon
Brian Hayes
Rachel Hayes
Sarah Hayes
Jessica Haynes
Yvonne Haywood
Lori Headley
Andrew Heaney
Kimberly Heaney
Lisa Hedges
Emma Heedum
Kaitlin Hehir
Cameron Heidenga
Tiffany Helwig
Debra Henderson
Raymond Hendrick
Douglas Hengstebeck
Jeremy Hengy
John Hensley
Ryan Hensley
Heidi Hermawan
Nicole Hernandez
Patricia Hernandez
Angela Herrick
Johnathon Heslop
Kevin Heugel
Carolyn Hewett
Kristi Hicks
Linda Hicks
Misty Hicks
Samantha Hicks
Susan High
Garlanda Hill
Jaime Hill
Michael Hill
Michael Hill
Jennifer Hilla
Samantha Hilt
Alyssa Hilton
Molly Hinderliter
Robert Hinze
Julie Hippley
Tyler Hitchcock
Ngoc-Loan Hoang
Jillian Hoard
Ronald Hobbs Jr
Jacob Hodge
Beth Hodyka
David Hoeg
Pam Hoelscher
Jena Hofmann
Amber Hofrichter
Courtney Hogg
Jay Hogue
Olea Hokes
Lester Holbird
Brandi Holbrook
Angela Holden
Steven Holden
Patricia Holland
Amy Holmes
Jason Holowecki
Arturo Holt
Lisa Hooper
Eric Hopkins
Lisa Hoplamazian
Benjamin Hoppe
Jeremy Horning
Aaron Horton
Joan Horvath
Kimberly Horvath
Keith Hoski
Chelsea Hottmann
Stefanos Hountalas
David Houston
Kevin Howard
Maria Howard
Kathleen Howell
Joseph Howington
Meng Ying Huang
Bryson Hubbard

Jenna Hubbard
Lisa Hubbard
Stephanie Hubbell
Nicole Hubble
Amanda Hudak
Julianne Hudson
Brett Hudy
Stefanie Huffman
Evan Hulscher
Bradly Hummel
Susan-Summer Hunter
Tricia Hunter
Aoun Hussain
Brian Hutchings
Rachael Hutson
Amanda Hynes
Lisa Hysni
Cody Iannetta
Andrew Iaquinta
Timothy Iaquinta
Deena Ideh
Michele Idema
Gail Iltis
Heidi Ingalls
Marty Inman
Alina Iqbal
Lisa Irvin
Erica Isaacson
Tammie Isenhart
Brittany Ivan
Sharmayne Ivey
Lauren Iwema
Fatma Jaber
Nikole Jabour
Ebony Jackson
Kirk Jackson
Tiffany Jackson
Nina Jaffray
Eileen Jager
Heather Jahn
Betty Jaimon
April James
Jeremy James
Danielle Janevski
Randall Janisch
Nicole Jaros
Sandy Jarvis
Chelsea Jasin
Lindsay Jasina
Rebecca Jason
Austin Jatczak
Matthew Jatczak
Edward Jean
Maureen Jenkins
Rachel Jennings
Roxanne Jensen
Jason Jesse
Matthew Jesse
Armen Jilian
Karly Jodway
Christopher Johnson
Eric Johnson
Haley Johnson
Jessica Johnson
Julie Johnson
Letishia Johnson
Susan Johnson
Tawanda Johnson
Catherine Johnston
Amy Jonas
Alexis Jones
Briana Jones
Dustin Jones
David Jones Jr
Judith Jones
Lindsey Jones
Matthew Jones
Robert Jones
David Jordan
Juline Jordan
Sahar Jordan
Marc Jordano
Christopher Joseph
Dawn Joseph
Jeremy Jozefczak
Brian Judnich
Monica Jurge
Dora Juvenal-Escalante
Thao Juziuk
Kyle Kachin
Padma Kadiyala
Usha Kadiyala
Gregory Kaiser
Ryan Kaiser
Edina Kajosevic
Tyler Kaldobsky
Padmavati Kale
Carol Kania
Sabina Kanji
Scott Kantola
Kristina Kapedani
Friederike Kappe
Adam Kaptanowsky
Erik Kaptanowsky
Walter Kargus V
Heidi Kaschub
Bianca Kashat
Huma Kashif
Deana Kasmi
Mouner Kassem

Jessica Kassis
Robin Kassis
Gopaldeep Kaur
Roxanne Keaton
Julie Kell
Travis Keller
Ranequa Kelley-Boyd
Melody Kellogg
Erin Kelly
Gary Kelly
Megan Kelly
Lori Kelly-Wheeler
Erica Kelm
Christopher Kelsay
Kara Kempinski
Nicole Kempinski
Kristine Kempl
Tammy Kenny
Amanda Kertesz
Alexandria Ketteman
Sarah Kief
Anthony Kiefer
Andrew Kieltyka
Careen Kienbaum
Ian Kienbaum
Shelby Kierczak
Courtney Kihn
Katie Kilanski
Bruce Kilgore
Gina Kilgore
Lorne Kilgore
Shannon Kilpatrick
Sul Gi Kim
Bridgette King
Laura King
Stacey King
Tanya Kinnen
James Kinney
Manjola Kinolli
Colleen Kirby
Amanda Kirchoff
Megan Kiselewski
Stacie Kitchen
Jeremiah Kittle
Richard Klann
Melissa Klemola
Kira Klinge
Cynthia Kloss
Samantha Klott
Michelle Klotz
Danielle Klovski
Keyan Klupacs
Joanne Knapp
Julie Knechtges
Zachary Knight
Kathryne Knott
Mohammed Kobeissi
Andrew Kobylarz
Allison Kochanowski
Melissa Koczynski
Kristine Kolliker
Kristin Komander
Katelyn Koralewski
Sara Koralewski
Erin Korotney
Lois Korpalski
Lisa Korunoski
Tamera Kosa
Nicole Kosikowski
Amanda Kososki
Candace Kotulak
Stephanie Koumariotis
Yao Kovach
Chris Kovacs
Christopher Kovacs
James Kramer
Kevin Krause
Timothy Krause
Jordan Kreda
Erin Krey
Zackary Kreza
Nichole Kriner
Sara Krischano
Michelle Kroll
Laura Kronner
Derek Krul
Elizabeth Kruse
Robert Kruszelnicki
Stephen Krywy
Hank Kuang
Ashley Kubera
Kayla Kubica
Evan Kucharski
Kimberly Kuczewski
Manal Kuehne
Eric Kukielka
Mark Kulchinsky
Madalyn Kuljanski
Ninette Kuljanski
Lisa Kull
Laura Kurtjian
Noreen Kyryluk
Danyella Lacour
Madeline Lafave
Pamela LaGarde
Keith Lahtinen
Bryan Laidlaw
Mary Lalicki
Maria Lampkin
Michael Lanahan

Heather Landau
Stephen Landin
Geoffrey Landis
Keith Landon
Kimberly Landon
Tetyana Landon
Janice Lane
Charlene Lang
Elaine Langlais
Sara Langley
Jodi Langolf
Sean Lanstra
Carla Lapinski
Sally Lapradd
Dayna Laroche
Gregory Larose
Deborah Larsen
Nicholas Larsen
Gary Larson
Megan Larson
Iwona Laskowski
Josh Laskowski
Melissa Lauerman
Nicholas Lavigne
Tiffany Lawrence
Shelby Lawson
Tara Leach
Audry Leaf
David Lee
Keiyon Lee
Tyler Lee
Melissa Leggieri
Jodi Leib
Laura Leith
Bryan Leja
Rachel Lenard
Suzanne Lenhardt
Denise Lentine
Nick Leonard
Deborah Lepsetz
Sarah Lescoe
David Leshok
Nick Lesniak
Susan Leu
Joseph Levine
Mary Lou Levitan
Christopher Lewis
Lauren Lewis
Margot Lewis
Walonda Lewis
Lori Lezotte
Xuanlin Li
Jennifer Lieb
Nathan Lightner
Ryan Liley
Chelsey Lilly
Zachery Lilly
Susan Lindenmuth
Michelle Linderman
Shannon Lindsay
Christian Lindstrom
Kip Lipford
Colton Lipinski
Samantha Lipp
Lisa Lister
Cindy Lit
Christine Little
Heidi Little
Andrea Lloyd
Derek Lloyd
Trisha Lloyd
Marco Lobo
Heather Lock
Althea Lockridge
Michael Loftis
Alex Lombard
Jordan Long
Matthew Look
Gabrielle Lopez
Jessica Lopez
Raymundo Lopez Jr
Ryan Lopez
Jessica Loren
Chris Louis
Lauren Lovell
Kaitlyn Lowes
Misty Lowes
Lara Lowhorn
Samantha Lowry
Sara Lubanski
William Lubanski
Dusan Lubardic
Jacob Lubig
Mark Lubin
Zeina Lubus
Donny Lucas
Lawrence Luczkowski
Pui Luk
Jeffrey Lumetta
Maria Lushina
Lisa Lynch
Jessica Lyp
Julia Maassen
Jessica Macari
Becca Maccani
Kelly Macdonald
Bradly Machnak
Janet Machowicz
Christine Maciejewski
Andrea Mack
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Cori Mack
Lauren Macuga
Eric Madaj
Valerie Flore Madefo
Corinne Madias
Autumn Madish
Michael Mady
Julie-Ann Magdowski
George Magro
Jaimee Magyaros
Natchammai Mahesh
Conor Mahinske
Rebecca Majszak
Valerie Malafouris
Rita Malec
Joshua Malenfant
Christine Maleske
Lori Mallon
Robert Malosh
Melissa Maltese
Casey Manasian
Cynthia Mancina
Christina Mancini
Robert Mancini
Michael Maner
Marea Mangham
Scott Manley
Colin Manning
Denise Mannion
Michael Mannix
Melanie Mantey
Danielle Maranowski
Brigitte Marceau
Daniel Marceau
Kyle March
Caitlin Marchione
Carmen Marciniak
Gabriela Margina
Peter Marilley
Samantha Marino
Lekesha Marion
Ian Mark
Evelyn Markarian
John Marker
Lauren Markham
Geraldine Markley
Eliza Marroni
Alexandria Marshall
Emily Marshall
Tracy Marshbanks
Amanda Martin
Keith Martin
Mitchell Martin
Zachary Martindale
Jessica Martines
April Marx
Alanna Mason
Ann Mason
Glynis Mason
Judy Mason
Melissa Masters
Mark Matchett
Virginia Matherly
Leon Mathew
Regine Mathew
Melissa Mathews
Michael Matley
Laura Matson
Danielle Matteucci
Garrett Matthews
Katherine Matthews
Sherri Matthews
Jenny Mattson
Joseph Maurer
Brittanie Maxwell
Marybeth Maxwell
Joseph May
Tonya Mayville
Brian Mazur
Jennifer Mc Causland
Lori McCallum
Heather McCarron
Rebecca McClester
Patrick McClure
Randale McComas
Mary McComb
Athena McConnell
Stacy McConnell
Rebekah McCormack
Paul McCormick
Charles McCrary
Megan McDonald
Rachel McDonough
Jamie McDougall
Madeleine McDuff
Ashley McFarland
Niseiki McFerren
Maureen McGlynn
Tyler McGrath
Michelle McGraw
Amber McGregor
Louie McGuffie
Keith McGuire
Jamie McKenna
Leah McKenzie
Brian McKinley
Brian McKinney
Jordan McKinney
Lakeisha Renee McKnight
Shaina McKnight

David McLaughlin
Brian McLeod
Shawn McMahan
Lindsay McMullen
Michelle McNaughton
Timothy McNeely
John McPherson
Ashlie McQueen
Kimberly McQueen
Ashley McQuillen
Kevin McSorley
Janet McWilliams
Kristopher Mead
Jennifer Meade
Lauren Meadows
James Means
Lerine Mechouela Talom
Alex Medina
Andrew Medley
Matthew Meeker
Candy Megahed
Nevina Mehilli
Caitlin Meili
Emilie Meiselbach
Tad Mellen
James Menser II
Taylor Merandi
Nadine Mersch
Kathy Messer
Roy Messer
Barbara Messina
Amanda Meyer
Cecily Meyer
Debra Meyer
Mandy Meyers
Patricia Meyers
Matthew Miceli
Evan Michals
James Michels
Merita Miftiu
Nathan Mihelcic
Linda Mika
Gabrielle Miles
Mary Miles
Matthew Miles
Brittany Milewski
Amy Miller
Ashley Miller
Carianne Miller
Donald Miller
Emily Miller
Kara Miller
Rory Miller
Thomas Miller
Todd Miller
Samantha Millisor
Byron Mills
Lauren Mills
Linda Millyard
Kathleen Milne
Stephen Milz
Lireanne Mina
Megan Mininni
Ginnelle Ministrelli
Antony Minutolo
Debra Miracle
Muhammad Mirza
Courtney Mishne
Anita Mishra
Elizabeth Miskotten
Nathan Missler
Shane Mitchell
Taun Mitchell
Zachary Mitchell
Emanuel Mizzi
Christie Mlynarczyk
Alexandru Mocanu
Hetal Modi
Parker Moesta
Stephanie Mojan
Ervin Mojzes
Suada Molla
Tyler Mollenkamp
Scott Mollon
Nicole Molnar
Iulian Molocea
Heather Monahan
Judith Monarch
Kelly Money
Sherry Mongeau
Justin Mongrain
Donna Monson
Johnathan Montgomery
Maria Montilla-Frost
Jennifer Montre
Brett Moore
Christina Moore
Cynthia Moore
Kristina Moore
Mary Moore
Michelle Moore
Steven Moore
Tiffany Moore
William Moore
Nicholas Moran
Rachel Moran
Shawn Moran
Tiffany Morche
Mary Moreau
Ashley Morelli

Arielle Morgan
Janna Morgan
Mariah Morgan
Regina Moriarty
Masato Morioka
Christopher Morone
Jacob Morris
Joyce Morris
Sarah Morris
Victoria Morris
Nicholas Moses
Ashley Moss
Yvonne Moss
David Mothersbaugh
Christa Mott
Nathan Motta
Brittany Motyka
Lauryn Moulds
Josee Mouton
Allison Mowbray
Kevin Mozurkewich
Mariam Mroueh
Alyson Muchortow
Irena Muco
Jedtai Mueller
Jeffrey Mueller
Paul Mueller
Ibrahim Muhamedovic
Jeremy Mulcahy
Alyssa Mulka
Keoni Mundy
Matthew Mundy
April Muntian
Ashley Muntian
Haley Murphy
Sean Murphy
Brandon Murray
Eric Muschott
Rachel Muscott
Justin Myers
Fe Myles
Amanda Myus
Nicole Nadasen
Emily Nadeau
Marisa Nagy
Jennifer Nakhleh
Thomas Nakoneczny
Cody Nalecz
Kimberly Nalezyty
Michele Nance
Sarah Natzel
Michelle Nawrocki
Erika Nay
Melissa Needham
Stephanie Nees
Kathy Neirynck
Michelle Nelson
Natalie Nelson
Carolyn Neubecker
Jeffrey Neuenschwander
Joanne Newton
Chelsea Nguyen
Gio-Linh Nguyen
Hoang Nguyen
Huong Nguyen
Khanh Nguyen
Vi Nguyen
Edward Nicely
Jeffrey Nichol
Angela Nicholas
Matthew Nichols
Sandra Nichols-Felan
Jenna Nicklowitz
David Niemi
Katelyn Nimmo
Rebecca Nims
Kelly Noetzel
Evan Nogalski
Mary Nolan
Peggy Noll
Darin Nordstrom
Alexander Nork
Nickolas Norman
Jerome Nosal
Amanda Nsheiwat
Aziza Nuke
Amber Nunn
Michael Nussbaum
Rachel Nussbaum
Claire Nuttall
Meagan Nystrom
Vickie O Connell
Colleen O’Beirne
Ashlee O’Brien
Laura O’Callaghan
Sandra O’Connor
Shannon O’Connor
Susan O’Connor
Shawn O’Halloran
Sean O’Neill
Amber O’Rourke
Joy Ojukwu
David Okogeri
Carianne Okopski
Samantha Okopski
Jacole Okumura
Beverly Olah
Dallas Oleszkowicz
Michael Olevnik
Deanna Olivas

Dianna Oliver
Michael Olmstead
Polly Olson
Brittany Omilion
Rachel Oncza
Nicholas Opalewski
Derek Opett
Amanda Orlando
Shelita Orosco
Hedy Orsette
Stephanie Osantoski
Melissa Osborne
Karen Osenkowski
Tyler Osgood
Nicole Oshanski
Helena Ostendorf
Michael Osterland
Judy Ostrander
Ashley Ostrowski
Bradley Otis
Lynda Oumedian
Justin Ounanian
Michelle Owen
Sherry Paducha
Hannah Padyjasek
Bradley Page
Jessica Page
Amber Pakizer
Sarah Pakray
Chloe Pallas
Kari Paluk
Frank Palumbo
Stephanie Panaretos
Anthoula Papaioannou
Joseph Paradowski
Nathaniel Pargoff
Lauren Parker
Kelly Parkin
Angela Parks
Juliana Parks
Tanja Parks-Baer
Emily Parran
Anthony Parrish
Dennis Parrish
Megan Paruta
Melissa Paschke
Brandon Pascoe
Gino Pasquali
Sandra Passanise
Marie Pasternack
Bhavika Patel
Darshana Patel
Disha Patel
Neelkumar Patel
Nileshkumar Patel
Nishal Patel
Nital Patel
Payalben Patel
Priyankbhai Patel
Sudeep Patel
Utkarsh Patel
Viraj Patel
Brijita Pathak
Vandana Patil
Jennifer Patillo
Wendy Patry
Brittany Patterson
Laurie Patterson
Jessica Patuano
Leann Peace
Allan Pearlman
Laura Pearson
Leslie Pearson
Les Pedersen
Marlene Peladeau
Jackie Pellosma Jr
Amy Penk
Amanda Pepper
Douglas Perchall Jr
Samantha Perelli
Maria Perez
Rhonda Perez
Shakiya Perez
Daniela Peric
Bryan Perkins
Andrea Perrie
Jennifer Perry
Keith Perry
Patricia Perry
Robert Pesavento
Danell Peterka
Dennae Petrlich
Viktor Petrovskyy
Stefan Petryk
Stephanie Pettovello
Patricia Pferman
Pamela Philbeck
Jaison Philipose
Samantha Phill
Angela Phillips
Dawn Phillips
Jeremy Philo
Deborah Philyaw
Pam Phlippeau
Gail Piazzi
Megan Pichla
Douglas Pieper
Kamala Pierce
Brandon Pierson
David Pierson

John Pierson
Kelly Pinkham
Jessica Pinto
Diane Piotrowski
Scott Piper
Lisa Pisaneschi
Mark Pisaneschi
Lori Pisani
Nicholas Pisco
Robert Pitts
Adelina Pitz
Nicolette Plewa
Irene Plozai
Michael Pluszczynski
Deanna Pocalujka
Katarzyna PodgorskaIgnatowicz
Jacqueline Pogorel
Samantha Pogue
Joshua Poirier
Sytrana Poirier
Lindsay Ponkey
Iuliana Pop
Doina Popa
Toni Popa
Myron Pope
Jeffrey Popovich
Mary Popp
Julia Poppe
Henry Porter
Jonathan Porter
Brandon Postler
Mirjeta Potka
Danielle Poupard
Joanna Powell
Panjama Praphapantasak
John Prepolec
Susan Price
James Priest
Janae Primm
David Prince
Victoria Prince
Ramona Pristavu
Rhonda Proctor
Michael Provalenko
Chelsea Provot
Leah Przytulski
Jaclyn Pummill
Ekta Punjabi
Blerina Qejvani
Faustine Quanstrom
Timothy Quinlan
Megan Quinn
Saif Raba
Yusra Rabbah
Tammy Rademacher
Brianne Radke
Michelle Radke
Andra Radu
Julie Rae
Kristina Raines
Sheila Rainey
Timothy Rais
Prasanthi Raju
Jonathan Ramljak
Nicole Ramsden
Philip Ramsden
Sara Ramseyer
Erik Randall
Jayme Randall
David Rase
James Rashid
Jayadeepsinh Rathod
Gail Ratliff
Helen Ratliff
Courtney Rattray
Michelle Rauser
Kathleen Ray
Mary Ray
Jessica Rayappan
Kevin Rayburn
Lauren Rayford
William Rays
Rebekah Rayton
Carlos Razo
Andrew Rea
Dana Reader
Jennifer Rebain
Robert Rech
Stephanie Redmon
Marguerite Reed
Olivia Reed
Janell Reeves
Ryan Regentik
Katrina Reimel
Danielle Reimer
Cory Reitman
Alison Reitzel
Michael Rellinger
Mary Remillard
Alexander Reno
Deanna Rensi
Katherine Reske
Shannon Reske
Scott Reslock
Mark Reynolds
Michelle Rhodes
Lesli Rhoton
Alyssa Rice
Amanda Rice

Ashlie Rice
Jennifer Richards
Sydney Richards
Margaret Richardson
Trina Richardson
Michelle Richey
Jeffrey Ricketts
Bethany Rider
Thomas Rieder
Spenser Riendl
Daniel Riley
Janet Ringl
Anastasia Rivera
Kathryne Rivers
James Roach
Tricia Robbins
Jeffrey Roberts
Chimere Robinson
Corey Robinson
Jill Robinson
Kaitlin Robinson
Rochelle Robinson
Samantha Robinson
Miranda Robisch
Rachel Rodriguez
Rachelle Rodriguez
Esmahan Rodwell
Carolyn Roe
Craig Roe
Rachel Rogers
Robert Rogers
Sandra Rogers-Hofmeister
Elizabeth Roggenbuck
Judith Roggero
Nicholas Rogish
Casey Rogowski
Michael Rohl
Georjeanne Romain
Lisa Romanauski
Rachel Romanek
Enrique Romulo-Vargas
Kristine Root
David Ropchan
Cynthia Rose
Ryan Rosenick
Angelee Ross
Brandon Ross
Gwendolyn Ross
Randy Rosselle
Amber Rouillard
Lauren Roumayah
Lesley Roumayah
Nicholas Rudelic
Shane Rueffer
Victori Ruffin
Juliet Ruffing
Brian Rujan
Kyle Ruman
Mason Russ
Hubert Russell III
Mary Russell
Shannon Russow
Katelyn Rutherford
Carolyn Rutkowski
Joseph Rutkowski
Jason Ryan
Jordan Ryan
Maria Ryan
Rickey Ryan
Brooke Rycerz
Sara Rydzewski
Hussein Saad
Khadije Saad
Shireen Saah
Vincent Sabatini
Landi Sade
Beheshtey Safieddine
Stephen Sage
Jacob Salem
Cirilo Salinas
Jose Salome
Stephen Salusky
John Salvatore
Shannon Samborski
Christina Sammut
David Sammut
Elizabeth Sammut
Keith Sampieri
Andrew Sample
Dayna Samuel
Dillon Sana
Jeffrey Sanctorum
Julia-Marie Sanders
Kevin Sanders
Ravinder Sandhu
Jennifer Sandor
Christopher Sandusky
Mohamed Ali Saneh
Garrett Sangala
Jamila Sareini
Lena Sareini
Madelyne Sarnacki
Stefanie Sarten
Adam Satterlee
Michelle Saucedo-Villegas
Debra Savicki
Bradford Sawyer
Melinda Sayyae
Pamela Scarberry
Nicholas Scarsella
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Anthony Scavella
Elizabeth Schaefer
Tessa Schanze
Lauren Schendel
Matthew Scheppele
Carley Scherbarth
Daniel Schilk
Katherine Schilling
Corey Schimming
Christine Schingeck
Curt Schlachter
Maureen Schmenk
Samantha Schmidt
Jesse Schmitt
Bradley Schneider
Jodi Schneider
Jennifer Schoenbart
Niki Schonscheck
Eric Schooley
Abigale Schucker
Brandon Schultz
Bryan Schultz
Amanda Schwandt
Karin Schwiuntek
Aaron Scott
Kevin Scott
Sarah Scott
Christina Sebert
Kaylie Secord
Kiernan Sedam
April Segedi
Kelly Selais Ovsek
Hanna Selaty
Kelly Sellers
Krysta Senczysyzn
Grant Senkbeil
Jessica Sentman
Jamieson Sermo
Tayler Seroke
Peter Severts
Daniel Sexton Jr
William Shadrick II
Aditi Shah
Bhaumik Shah
Dharini Shah
Ketulkumar Shah
Ronak Shah
Ivis Shammami
Lori Shaney
Gary Sharland
Ana Sharma
Christopher Sharp
Carolyn Sharpe
Sarah Sharpe
Alexandra Sharples
Allison Shaw
Olha Shchadylo
Andrea Shelby
Danielle Shelton
Deborah Sheppard
Jennifer Sheridan
Anne Shimbo
Nicole Shire
Tea Shkembi
Nathan Shoemake
Yadira Shollenberger
Krista Shuler
Khadija Siddiqui
Michael Siemasz
Nicole Siepierski
Shera Siewicki
Dawn Signorelli
Brigette Sikora
Marvin Silk
Genevieve Sills
Michelle Sills
Stephen Silski
Ambawalage Silva
Derek Simancas
Olivia Simmons
Carol Simons
Ermira Sinani
Ajaydeep Singh
Avneet Singh
Bhupinder Singh
Jaspreet Singh

Kanwaljit Singh
Simrandeep Singh
Natalina Sirotin
Joseph Sisk
Marisa Sitler
Rebecca Sitler
Beth Skarnulis
Jason Skelton
Christopher Skiles
Mark Skotak
Robert Skrobot
Sara Slack
Jackson Slater
Michael Sleeper
Terrence Sloan
Rachel Small
Courtney Smallwood
Monica Smarsh
Theresa Smart
Angela Smith
Brittany Smith
Jake Smith
Jennifer Smith
Jeremy Smith
John Smith
Katelin Smith
Kathleen Smith
Lauren Smith
Lawrence Smith
Matthew Smith
Maxwell Smith
Michael Smith
Patrick Smith
Sommer Smith
Teresa Smith
Timothy Smith
Veda Smith
Samantha Smothers
James Smyth
Haley Sneath
Randle Snell Jr
April Snody
Derek Snyder
Kristen Sobolak
Brian Soborowski
Megan Sokana
Nanci Solace
Sarah Solberg
Danielle Soldan
Nadine Somakpo
Sunita Somani
Jessica Somogyi
Linaben Sompura
Sheetal Sompura
Kailee Sosnowski
Adriana Soto
Jeannette Soto
Julia Sousan
Kristen South
Briana Southard
Adam Spaeth
Andrea Spangler
Kyle Spaulding
Samuel Speen
Janet Spehar
Aaron Spencer
Bret Spencer
Nathan Spencer
Latricia Spicer
Brianna Spierling
Linda Spino
Brittany Sprinkles
Kathryn Stachura
Jennifer Stacy
Benjamin Standing
Cameron Stanford
Ashley Stanis
Samantha Stanisz
Andrea Stark
Ryan Stasa
Nikolas Stavreski
Jessica Stavrou
Erik Steele
Mary Stefanofski
Jenna Steinbrenner
Sara Stelfox

Janelle Stephens
Joseph Stephens
Shannon Stephens
Edward Stephenson
Scott Stern
Stacey Stern
Lindsey Steshetz
Anthony Stetler
Rachel Stevens
Stephanie Stevers
Dale Steward
Chad Stewart
Erik Stillwell
Evelyn Stilwell
Stacey Stirton
Randi Stitt
Nicholas Stock
Evelyn Stokes
Kyle Stokfisz
Lisa Stolarczyk
Ashley Stoliker
Jennifer Stoliker
Anya Straka-Conway
Marilyn Strandt
Shannon Strawser
Tiffany Strobl
Jennifer Strzempka
Jennifer Stuard
Sarah Studt
Zackery Stull
Stephen Sudekum
Matt Sukarukoff
Mason Sultana
Melanie Sumpter
Stephen Sundberg
Keerthi Sunke
Sarah Suppelsa
Ryan Sutter
Thomas Sutton
Gavin Swantick
Kelly Sweeney
Matthew Sweeney
Anna Marie Swift
Dionza Swift
Sidrah Syed
Trisha Sykes
Martina Symons
Jillian Szostak
Denise Tait
Kristal Takac
Ledja Taku
Mark Tang
Bridjet Tanner
Kathleen Taulbee
Benjamin Taylor
Janet Taylor
Kristen Taylor
Stephanie Taylor
Susan Taylor
Susanna Taylor
Marshall Teal
Nicole Tedd
Shelby Teeter
Francis Teevin
Emily Telega
Sarah Tellas
Brandon Templeton
Robin Tennille
Benjamin Tepes
Alexander Termos
Robert Testani
Khawla Thabata
Bishal Thapa
Tiffany Thaxton
Johnathon Theisen
Derek Thews
Jacqueline Thibault
Kimberly Thibeault
Tiffany Thibeault
Stephanie Thierry
Michael Thoel
Ashley Thomas
Christine Thomas
Cynthia Thomas
Josiah Thomas
Keith Thomas

Pamela Thomas
Shannon Thomas
Steveland Thomas
Annette Thompsett
Carrie Thompson
Courtney Thompson
Nicholas Thompson
Randall Thomsen
Lauren Tierney
Michael Tierney
Thomas Timmis
Leslie Tindall
Nathan Tipton
Rachel Toccalino
Yvonne Tokoph
Christopher Tome
Casey Tommy
Jesecca Torossian
Luis Torres
Kelli Tousciuk
Lauren Towles
Tyler Towles
Dannen Trembath
Cory Triffle
Lori Triolet
Zachary Tripp
Mihirkumar Trivedi
Adriana Troka
Besjana Troka
Allison Trosell
Mike Trosien
Aaron Tucker
Jaime Turbett
Nadia Turfe
Derek Turner
Katelyn Turner
Kelly Twigg
Matthew Tyler
Bethany Tylo
Jessica Ufimzeff
John Ulrich
Stephanie Umfleet
Shelley Underwood
Jillian Unis
James Uppleger
Bahitha Uthup
Robert Vaclavek
Linda Vadnais
Anna Vallance
Sarah Van Brakel
Tracey Van de Ven
Chelsea Vanbeek
Jamin Vanderberg
Lori Vanderwill
Sherri Vanhollenbeck
Shelby Vanier
David Vargas
Derek Vargo
Brent Vella
Sarah Vella
Kochurani Vellappady
Amanda Venancio
Marilena Ventura
Marc Vezina
Ron Vik
Frank Villiard
Jose Viloria
Annemarie Vincent
Timothy Vincent
Tyler Vines
Charles Vomastek
Quynh Vu
Bindiya Vyas
Jessica Vyletel
Maggie Wacker
David Wade
Victoria Wadkins
Kyle Wagel
Renee Waid
Austin Wal
Michelle Waldenmeyer
Deborah Walker
John Walker III
Mark Walker
Nicholas Walker
Tammy Wallace

Congratulations!
Looking for ad space?
734-462-4422

Cheryl Wallman
Kristin Walzak
Deanna Wampler
Nannette Ward
Patrick Ward
Shasta Warddell
Rachel Warden
Jay Warner
Sarah Warren
Danielle Warrington
Judith Warthen
Brandee Wasil
Pamela Watkins
Barbara Watson
Brandon Watson
Peter Watts
Andreas Weber
Brian Weber
Dara Weber
Valerie Weglarz
Bryan Wegrzyn
John Weibel
Tammie Weick
Michele Weidel
Ann Weigand
Danielle Weilemann
Amanda Weldon
Kevin Welker
Mikalee Welling
Stephanie Wells
Michael Wenderski
Nada Weng
Ashley Werner
Daniel West
Brooke Westlake
Kyla Westmoreland
Joseph Westphal
Sarah Westwood
Andrea Wheatley
Devin White
Heather White
Maggie-Mae White
Michelle White
Angela Whitehead
Melinda Whitehead
Mary Whitlow
Lisa Whitmore
Kim Whitney
Adam Whittaker
Daniel Wiacek
Patricia Wicker
Thomas Widak
Stephen Widzinski
Tracy Wiebe
Danielle Wieczorek
Jordan Wiedbush
Prabath Wijesekara
Arachchige
Vicky Wiley
Lisa Wilhoite
Alyssa Wilkinson
Kyle Wilkinson
Sarah Wilkinson
Tesla Willett
Alexander Williams
Aston Williams
Brooke Williams
Constance Williams
Jacqueline Williams
Casey Williamson
George Williamson
Alison Wilmoth
Angala Wilsdon
Jennifer Wilson
Phalon Winans
Demario Windom
Jeffrey Winn
Amy Winn-Trakhman
Kyle Winowiecki
James Winslow
Jordan Winters
Cherilynn Wischmeyer
Brandon Wisnieski
Michael Wisniewski, Jr
Edsel Witkowski
Eric Witt

Trevor Wnuk
Daniel Woike
Nolan Wolan
Anne Wolf
Joshua Wolfe
Autumn Wolgat
Ann Wollak
Barbara Wolohon
Leo Wonch
Ian Wong
Kathleen Wong
Christian Wood
Claire Wood
Kirsten Wood
Nathan Wood
Robert Wood
Justine Woodard
Danielle Woodruff
Charles Woods
Jason Woolery
William Wooley
Robert Worton
Amy Wouters
David Wozniak
Alexa Wright
Shannon Wright
Shelby Wright
Julie Wrobbel
Lindsey Wydick
April Wyscaver
Ketrin Xhaja
Steven Yabs
Sai Yang
Thony Yangsaoyia
Zeshan Yaqoob
Adam Yarber
April Yates
Lori Yates
Katherine Yax
Patrick Yee
Kylie Yenkel
Randall Yoe Jr
Min Sun Yoo
Kristy Yori
Joshua York
Dafna Yosef
Brian Yost
Brooke Yost
Jesse Young
Nisreen Young
Sarah Young
Samuel Younglove
Ammar Yousif
Runjie Yu
Stephen Yu
Chong Mi Yun
Dennis Zaborowski
Steven Zachary
Crystal Zacheranik
Eric Zadorecky
Melissa Zaineb
Nathan Zak
Shari Zakalowski
Ayesha Zaki
Brandon Zarb
Anne Zarem
Susan Zaroni
Ryan Zarras
Jennifer Zarzycki
Celena Zawol
Valentyna Zebrowski
Adam Zenner
Nancy Zentmyer
Xia Zhao
Juli Ziembowicz
Carrie Ziembroski
Kyle Zimes
Kelsey Zimmerman
Alan Ziolkowski
Eliada Ziraj
Suzette Zoia
Sarah Zub
Ahmed Zubi
Cristine Zuchora
Jessica Zultowski
Eric Zwilling
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Club Events

Compiled by Kim Poma Campus
Life Editort

Eccentric Movie Club
Join SC’s Eccentric Movie
Club for some of the most
odd, puzzling and just plain
crazy movies out there.
Each session is Tuesdays and
Thursdays from 12-6 p.m.
Schedules of movies can
be provided upon request.
Movies are watched in the
Lower Waterman of the
VisTaTech Center.

Billiard and Table Tennis Club
Do you like to shoot pool or
play table tennis? Then this
club is for you! Bring a friend
and come join us as we just
hang out and play. Be sure
to keep an eye out for information about our upcoming
tournaments.

Gay/Straight Alliance
The Gay/Straight Alliance is
a social connection for equality-minded individuals who
want to create a safe environment to help change, support,
and educate our world one
step at a time. Meetings are
held on Wednesdays at 12 p.m.

Christian Challenge
Do you want to enrich the
quality of your overall college
experience ethically, morally,
and spiritually by challenging yourself to explore God’s
word? Then come to our meetings every Thursday at noon.

Otaku Anime Japanese
Animation Club
The Otaku Anime Japanese
Animation Club provides
an opportunity for viewing
and discussion of Japanese
Animation. Their next meetings will be March 24, April
14 and April 28 from 5 to 10
p.m. in the Lower Waterman.

Beats and Music Faction
Want to make progress in
personal musical talent? Then
stop by the Beats and Music
Faction meetings. During
meetings you’ll meet, teach,
and learn, as well as give and
receive constructive criticism
with those who share the
passion of music.
Campus Crusade
Are you interested in learning more about your faith
and want to grow spiritually? Then join the Campus
Crusade during their meetings every Tuesday at 11 a.m.
and Wednesday at 12 pm. in
the Lower Waterman.

Math and Physics Club
We want you to come ask
us math and physics problems
as you meet new people who
love math and improve your
problem solving skills. Meetings
will be held every Friday at 10
a.m. in the Biomedical Tech
Center, Rm. 300.
Photography Club
Photography Club provides
a welcoming environment for
graphically inclined hobbyists, graphic designers, and
students majoring in artistic
fields. On March 23 there
will be a studio lighting
seminar at 3 p.m.

Phi Theta Kappa Honor
Society
The PTK meetings will be
on Mondays from 12-1 p.m. and
Wednesdays from 7-8 p.m.
PTK/ Biggby Coffee Fundraiser
Help raise money for Phi
Theta Kappa by purchasing
our specialty mug. It includes
several coupons, including
one for a free beverage. The
mugs are available for sale
now in the Student Activities
Office for $8. They are
refillable at the new Biggby
location in Livonia at the
intersection of 7 Mile and
Farmington Roads for $1.25.
Bunny Breakfast
Tickets are on sale now for
Bunny Breakfast sponsored
by PTK The event is Saturday,
April 7 from 10 a.m. – Noon
in the DiPonio Room of the
VisTaTech Center. There will
be a pancake and sausage
breakfast served family style
at your table. There will also
be games, prizes, photos with
the Bunny and gift from the
Bunny.
Tickets are $20 per child
and $15 per adult and must be
purchased in advance from
the Student Activities Office.

11 a.m. to 1:30 p.m. in the
PE Bldg. For more information on joining either the
club or one of the tournaments you may contact Ryan
Marshall through: SCC.Sport.
Recreation@gmail.com.
The Schoolcraft Connection
Want to further your skills
in writing, editing, photography and design? Then join the
award-winning Schoolcraft
Connection, a student-run
newspaper. Staff meetings
are every Monday at 4 p.m. in
the Lower Waterman of the
VisTaTech Center.
Student Activities Board
Want to get involved on
campus? Then come and
see how with the Student
Activities Board. General
meetings are Thursdays at 4
p.m. in the Lower Waterman
of the VisTaTech Center. The
Student Activities Board provides students and the college
community with a variety
of programs and activities

that are educational, serviceoriented, have entertainment
value and provide a social
environment where students
can meet a diverse group of
new people.
Table Top Club
Come and join the Table
Top Club every Monday 4 to
10 p.m. or Thursday from 12-10
p.m. The Table Top Club is
Schoolcraft’s premier location
for game players alike. Play
a variety of games ranging
from Dungeon and Dragons to
Solitaire. Students shall learn
to develop personal friendships and leadership.
For more info on any of
these clubs, stop by the
Student Activities Office or
give us a call at 734-462-4422.

Pizza Kit Fundraiser
Phi Theta Kappa Pizza Kits
due dates were extended until
March 26. Orders can still be
picked up before that date in
the Student Activities Office.
All kits will be delivered on
April 4.
Sports and Recreation Club
The Sports and Recreation
Club is a new addition to the
Schoolcraft Campus’ clubs.
They hold open play of any
sport every Wednesday from

On the edge

SC's ski club is an extreme
sports experience
By Josiah Thomas
Staff Writer

The Edgerunner Ski Club
always delivers when it
comes to skiing and snowboarding fun. It was founded
with the goal of getting
people of any background
or skill level on the slopes.
Edgerunner also offers
lessons for those who need to
get familiar with the sports
before they take them on.
According to the club’s
SAO site, it “serves to bring
together students and the
College community for participation in winter sports” as
well as “organize and promote
local and national ski/snowboarding trips.”
Their last trip at Shanty
Creek in early January was
another example of a successful adventure. Participants
received a great amount of
snow, awesome slopes, excellent food, luxurious lodging
and the opportunity to go on
their own side trips during
the weekend there.

The Edgerunner
is a unique club.
“We don’t have
meetings like most
clubs. Instead,
the officers plan
the trips and get
students to go on
them,” said club
president Jessica
Pierson.
Though spring
is near, they
have recently
expressed an interest in trying other
extreme sports,
such as paintball,
Photo by Steven Grill
Ski club veterans (from left) VP Brandon Crowther, Kyle Wilkinson, Will Lovejoy,
which they plan
on making into an and President Jessica Pierson are always up for an extreme adventure.
event in the near
sickness, Edgerunners clariThey further remind parmaking more friends is somefuture.
fied that “some people get
ticipants that, “For the first
thing you don’t want to miss
If you are looking to know
headaches but that’s about it.
day of skiing/boarding, don’t
out on.”
more about winter sports,
Just make sure you drink a lot push yourself too much.”
Anyone who is interested
Edgerunner can also answer
of water on the way out. The
In short, as Pierson comin joining them can contact
questions that students may
first couple days there you
mented, “[Edgerunners] is a
the SAO Office at 734have related to the things
also want to make sure you
blast. Doing things you never
462-4422 or by visiting the
they do. For example, when
thought you could do and
Edgerunner’s Facebook page.
someone asked about altitude are drinking lots of water.”
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From Wre
The repurposing of an eyesore
BY IAN GALLAGHER
MANAGING EDITOR

Detroit is well known for its abandoned buildings, but one does not need to head to the city to get their
ﬁll of dilapidated eyesores. There is one right in our own backyard: the old Northville Psychiatric Hospital, oﬀ of 7 Mile road. The State closed the hospital in 2003, and the buildings have been let to
deteriorate ever since. Now, there are plans in place to use the site in ways that will beneﬁt
the community.

The history of the site
The land on which the former psychiatric hospital sits was sold by the State of Michigan
to REIS Northville LLC in 2005, according to Crain’s Detroit Business. REIS Northville LLC
is a joint venture between REI Investment Group Inc. of Bloomﬁeld Hills and Schostack
Bros. & Co. of Livonia.
In 2008, Livonia attempted to annex the land, while Northville Twp. and REIS reached
a consent agreement regarding the property. A year later, REIS began harvesting trees
from the property, prompting Northville Twp. to purchase 234 acres, more than
tripling the amount of acreage owned by the township on the site. To fund the purchase of the additional acreage, in August 2009 Northville Twp. voters approved a
$23.5 million bond, lowered to $21.5 million by a $2 million grant from the Michigan
Natural Recourses Trust Fund.
REIS will develop the 68 remaining acres primarily into a University of Michigan Health System primary and specialty care center that will sit on the corner of 7 mile and Haggerty roads. The facility is scheduled to open sometime in 2014 and will cost $39 million according to Crain’s Detroit Business. Aside from
the 100 thousand square foot medical center, there will be space for future mixed-use retail expansion.
The construction on this site is funding the removal of the Psychiatric Hospital buildings from the site
owned by Northville Twp.

The Plan
On Jan. 26, a master plan was approved by the Township. The plan was developed to help REIS adjust
their plans accordingly, such as determining what features they could incorporate while developing their
property that could sync to locations in the park. The master plan, called Twenty 21, is more of a roadmap, which can be changed and modiﬁed through the phases of developing the property. According to
the master plan project summery, the name Twenty21 shows the goal of “achieving measurable improvements to the 7 Mile road property by 2021.” The Northville Twp. board is committed to it and embracing
the plan.
The project as a whole is a long term project, as it will take roughly 3-5 years to take the buildings on
the site down, while the master plan of Twenty 21 is “a roadmap for a 30 to 50 year journey.”

The Park
A year was spent gathering public information and polling about what features the community wanted
to have in the park. Some of the ﬁrst things planned to open will be hiking and walking trails. There will
be no athletic ﬁelds at the park because there are many other sites in Northville Twp. that oﬀer those
facilities. The 7 Mile park will be a “diﬀerent kind of park.”
The park will be divided into six areas, lettered A through F.
•

•
•
•
•
•

Area A, The Front Forty, is the area of the property that borders 7 Mile road. This area will feature
an entrance gateway, consisting of a tree-lined road that crosses a bridge over a man-made pond
leading to a roundabout with an obelisk in the center. This area will also feature a hill for sledding;
part of the park’s planned year-round activities.
Area B, The Community Center, is a feature that will come later and may alter as the plan evolves.
Area C, “The Hundred Acre Wood,” named after the setting of “Winnie the Pooh,” will be a forested area that will have hiking trails and will run parallel to a “babbling brook.”
Area D, The Great Lawn, will be an open space available for a variety of events and activities, including concerts.
Area E is the Mountain Bike Park. The trees in this area have been recently removed, making it
suitable for a mountain bike course, with the addition of more challenging features.
Area F, Energy Park, is perhaps the most interesting area. It will be a showcase for diﬀerent renewable energy sources, as well as take advantage of an existing oil and gas facility on the site. It will
feature renewable energy demonstration projects, such as wind and solar, with ideas of sustainability is woven throughout.

The development of the park takes into account the contamination of the site. Cleaning the area could
take 5-10 years, if not longer. The area of the former Psychiatric Hospital, where most of the contamination is, could be separated from the rest of the property. This would allow the surrounding land to be
developed and put into use while the central area is being decontaminated.
While the project will not be completed for some years, at least progress is being made. The old Northville Psychiatric Hospital will not simply sit there, falling further into disrepair. Instead, the property will
be put to use so that the community can beneﬁt. More information can be found at NorthvilleMich.com

Photos and page layout by Brian Camilleri
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Friday
Night
Rentals
A Shakespearean spring

By Alys Dolan

Arts & Entertainment Editor

couples flip flop, the men turn their affection towards the neglected Helena.
This comedy is only enhanced when the troupe of traveling performers enter the
woods to practice a scene for the upcoming wedding of the Duke. This is a fantastically funny film, with many surprises for the audience.

“Much Ado About Nothing” (1993)

“Othello” (1965)

This movie is a comedy of misunderstandings, and lack of fact
checking. The Shakespearean show
was brought to life in the 1993 movie
directed by Kenneth Branagh. A surprising cast was selected to portray
the classic cast of characters, such as
big names like Keanu Reeves, Denzel
Washington and Kate Beckinsale.
The young lovers Hero and Claudio
are set to wed in one week’s time, and
invite family and friends to join in
this joyous celebration. Amongst them is Don Pedro (Washington), the Prince of
Aragon, who conspires with the engaged couple to trick Benedick and Beatrice
into falling in love. Benedick (Branagh) and Beatrice (Emma Thompson) are
both stubborn hotheads, who care nothing for the other, so the game Don Pedro,
Hero and Claudio play is quite challenging. After much confusion caused by the
devious Don John (Keanu Reeves) the wedding is nearly ruined, but in the end
everyone realizes that it was all “much ado about nothing.”
Although Kenneth Branagh and Emma Thompson are hysterical in their parts,
it is the character Dogberry who takes the show. Michael Keaton plays the confused, bumbling guardsman, who provides the audience with sidesplitting laughter. “Much Ado About Nothing” is a comedy that all can enjoy, and is a great movie
to kick off spring.

Sir Laurence Olivier … what else is there
to say? This heartbreaking tragedy of a love
between the young Desdemona (Maggie
Smith) and the older battle-scarred Moor
(Olivier) is one of the greatest adaptations of Shakespeare the modern world
has ever seen. Olivier delivers a stunning
performance as the champion war hero and
cursed lover Othello, but there was much
controversy over Olivier playing this character. The character of Othello is dictated
to an African American actor, and Olivier
went under fire for dressing in black makeup to assume the part of the moor.
However, many have stated that he gives the best performance of any actor in
the previous century. Frank Finlay plays the despicable Iago, who plants seeds
of lies in Othello’s head, which causes him to believe his beloved wife has been
unfaithful to him. Iago uses the other characters to play parts in the illusion of the
infidelity, and tricks Othello into believing that his second in command, Cassio,
played by Derek Jacobi, is Desdemona’s lover. Othello decides he and Desdemona
must be punished, and decides they must both die.
This movie does not end with joy and happiness, but instead is deemed “The
Tragedy of Othello.” Nevertheless, it is a powerful and moving piece of drama
that should be enjoyed by all.

“A Midsummer Night’s Dream” (1999)
Did you know Batman does
Shakespeare? Christian Bale, before
accepting the role of the Dark Knight,
took on the part of Demetrius in the
romantic comedy “A Midsummer
Night’s Dream.” This film version,
directed by Michael Hoffman, casts
a different light on the magical tale.
The beautiful Michelle Pfeiffer plays
the bewitched queen of the fairies, Titania, who is duped into falling for Nick
Bottom (Kevin Kline) who has been transformed into a donkey at the request
of King Oberon (Rupert Everett). The meddling and brilliant messenger to the
king, Puck (Stanley Tucci), turns these woods topsy-turvy and all who enter
should be cautioned for the strange incidents that take place there.
Enter Helena (Calista Flockhart), Hermia (Anna Friel), Lysander (Dominic
West) and Demetrius: two couples that become entangled in the fairy magic.
Hermia loves Lysander and Lysander loves Hermia, but Demetrius wants
Hermia, and Helena loves Demetrius. However, once Puck has his way, the

“Romeo and Juliet” (1968)
Franco Zeffirelli tells the story of “starcrossed lovers” who are doomed to misfortune due to a war between their households
in this touching 1968 adaptation of “Romeo
and Juliet.” Leonardo Whiting and Olivia
Hussey play the two title characters, and are
able to capture the love between two children exquisitely. Although Juliet is rather
whiny, Hussey does a very fine job with the
adolescent and naïve character. Although
the movie and play focus on the couple,
Mercutio’s character usually takes center
stage. John McEnery plays the robust and
dynamic comedian, and does a sensational interpretation of the character.
Michael York is perfectly suited for the hotheaded cousin Tybalt as well.
This movie may not have the action-packed and thrilling scenes that audiences have grown accustomed to, but it captures the beauty and language that
Shakespeare wanted conveyed, and is a tear-jerking story of forbidden love.
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Playstation Vita
Sony launches their newest handheld
By Rose Haider & Michael Frusti
Staff Writers

Ransom Riggs
delivers an unusual
children's novel
By Montgomery Jones
Staff Writer

An old, decaying orphanage halfway around the world,
mysterious photographs and
nearly-forgotten tales make for
a strange bedtime story told by a
grandfather to his grandchildren.
Jacob does not question the
stories his grandfather tells of
his childhood, until reality overcomes the fairytales. Eventually,
the connection between these
stories of grandfather and
to his grandson is damaged
when Jacob no longer believes.
16-year-old Jacob heads to an
island off the coast of Wales to
the dilapidated orphanage his
grandfather was taken to after
tragedy strikes the family. All
the boy has are the old photographs his grandfather cherished – pictures of the children
he grew up with. Each child had
an unusual gift and as Jacob
explores the hardened house he
comes to the conclusion that
these children were threatening
to the world around them but
that they were also in danger
themselves.
Not since “A Series of
Unfortunate Events” by Lemony
Snicket has there been such an
eerie children’s novel. Originally
set to be a single book based off
of old and unusual photos, the
author Ransom Riggs followed
the advice of his publisher and
wrote multiple stories about the
photos. Now number one on the

New York Times Bestseller list,
the book will be adapted into a
screenplay, but the real question
is, with the movie in the works,
“Should I bother to read it?”
The answer is a wholehearted
“Yes!” mainly for its unusual
concepts. It is a fun read and
it is exciting for the reader to
discover the next set of photos,
almost like a child unfolding a
picture book for the first time.
However, a downside to this kind
of suspense book is the slower
pace of events. Some parts are
a tad bit on the lazy side, but
overall it is a book to be read
multiple times to discover all
of the little details. The author
really takes the reader into
England during the 1940s. The
book transitions back from the
‘40s to modern times as well,
but the changes are smooth and
f luid.
Although the book is thrilling,
the time spent developing the
characters is too short for some
readers’ liking. While connecting with the characters is very
possible, one hopes there will
be more characterization in the
much-desired second installment of “Miss Peregrine’s Home
for Peculiar Children.” Released
by the publishing house “Quirk
Books,” the book trailer that
accompanies the story is just
perfect in allowing the reader a
great summary and sets the tone
for this particularly unorthodox
and refreshing tale.
“Miss Peregrine’s Home for
Peculiar Children” is, in fact, a
quite peculiar read. It is recommend to all ages and is relatable
to anyone looking for an unusual
or downright spooky read.

Even though the first place you could
get a PlayStation Vita (PSV) was a Taco
Bell, rest assured it is not a taco. The PSV
is Sony’s new handheld gaming device to
compete in the heavily-saturated portable
entertainment market.
The price for a PSV is pretty hefty for a
dedicated gaming device. You have two
options to choose from: the Wi-Fi-only
model for $250 or the 3G version for $50
more. However, the 3G model has only a
limited data package plan available starting at $15 for 256MB of data and increasing
to 2GB of data for $25. When looking into
purchasing one of the models, it’s worth
remembering that the 3G device will not
support certain online games. The handhelds with data plans are simply intended
for leaderboard updates and to see what
friends are doing.
While the PSV has some very attractive
games, it does not deliver the portable
game console effect Sony was striving for.
What most people want to play on the
go is not necessarily the same as what is
desired on a full-screen television.
Comparing this to Nintendo’s 3DS,
which has many titles that are optimized
for on-the-go play, it is hard to find the
big-title games that Sony has chosen
a good match to be ported onto a portable device. (Many people had a similar

issue with Sony’s previous attempt, the
Playstation Portable.)
There are several hardware differences
between the PSV and its primary handheld competitor, the 3DS. First of all, the
PSV does not display in 3-D, however that
is not going to be much of a drawback for
most consumers. One noteworthy feature
is that the touch screen on the Vita has
the ability to register up to two points
at the same time while the 3DS can only
register one. A downside of the PSV is the
lack of double-screen action like on the
3DS, meaning your fingers can gunk up
the main screen, causing visual obstructions. A final observational hardware
difference is that the PSV has two analog
sticks for gaming, giving it a leg up on the
competition, especially over the gaming
capabilities of tablets or smartphones.
This device is not a bad piece of tech
equipment, but it is highly advised to wait
for a drop in price. A smart buyer should
hold off at least six months for this system’s high asking amount. It is not a wise
investment to be the first to own a freshlylaunched device into the technological
market, especially in the case of a new
game console whose game library has yet
to be fully fleshed out. Wait until summer
for this bad boy, when Sony will inevitably
be forced to drop the price to make the
device more marketable.
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Lana Del Rey

Paul McCartney

Tennis

Trombone Shorty

“Born To Die”

“Kisses on the Bottom”

“Young and Old”

“For True”

Genre: Pop

Genre: Classic Rock

Genre: Pop

By Alys Dolan

By Alys Dolan

By Pete Bublitz

Most will recognize this gorgeous
singer as Lana Del Rey, but her real
name is Elizabeth Woolridge Grant
and her first album “Born to Die”
is quite a masterpiece. This beauty
grew up in New York and has been
compared to Nancy Sinatra with a
“gangster style.” With influences like
Elvis Presley, Britney Spears and Kurt
Cobain, her style is bound to ignite
some curious senses for her listeners.
The album opens with the title
track “Born To Die,” and it is a powerful song. The sounds that escape from
the instruments, and Del Rey’s throat,
are eerie and haunting. Her sound is
unlike any of the popular artists of our
time. She has a strange sort of innocence to her while managing to have
an old-time feeling expressed through
such lyrics as, “Come and take a walk
on the wild side/ Let me kiss you hard
in the pouring rain/ You like your girls
insane/ Choose your last words/ This is
the last time/ Cause you and I/ We were
born to die.” She has an amazing ability
to write song lyrics that have the listener looking deep into their meaning
long after the song has stopped.
Most of her songs have a poignant
slow pace to them, like “Blue Jeans”
and “Video Games,” but the song “Diet
Mountain Dew” has a strange upbeat
speed. Her voice contains a sound
similar to that of Nancy Sinatra and
Marilyn Monroe – soft and innocent.
The harmonies throughout the song are
fascinating and almost ugly, but they fit
surprisingly well for the lyrics and Del
Rey’s voice.
“Radio” is a standout track, with
Lana’s strong vocals and interesting
way of rhyming words together. The
way she pronounces the words as she
sings is incredibly unique, which adds
to her bizarre and captivating appeal.
Lana Del Rey’s album “Born to Die”
features peculiar beats and lyrical
twists which produce a very distinctive and unusual sound for each song.
Going from one song to the next the
listener will find it strange that the
same person wrote each of the songs.
And yet, the result is cohesive and
undeniably irresistible.

The legendary performer Sir Paul
McCartney recently released a new
album, which he previewed a single
from at the 2012 Grammy awards. The
beautiful velvet sound of Sir Paul’s
voice fills this CD with elegance and
excitement. This is his first album
since 2007, and it is greeted with joy
and admiration. There is no sound or
entertainer like this Knight.
The album has a beautiful big band
style, and transports the listener to the
old black and white Hollywood world,
when everything was a musical. His
sound is classic and has a perfectly aged
feel for the lovingly selected tracks.
This fantastic 69-year-old rock-and-roll
star can perform anything with gorgeous sound and style. The band has a
bouncy and comfortable feel to accompanies the vocals, which makes it easy
for listeners of any age to enjoy.
The newly released single, “My
Valentine,” is incredibly catchy. The
song stirs a strange combination to the
audience, it sounds nothing like any
song we have heard before, yet captures
a unique familiarity. The accompaniment is simple, but artistic. It does not
require a complex set of guitar riffs or
harmonies, but instead keeps everything beautifully simple.
Another highlight is an old friend,
“More I Cannot Wish You.” If any are
familiar with the musical “Guys and
Dolls,” then you will enjoy this version of
the song. McCartney keeps its gorgeous
big band sound, but applies his own rich
tone and phrasing to this beauty.
This icon also does an old time
version of “Bye Bye Blackbird,” in a
magnificently sad kind of way. Once
again he relies on a simplistic, but
masterfully done, band accompaniment. Just like in all of the other songs
on “Kisses on the Bottom” he uses a
full orchestra to arouse a romantic
emotional response from his fans.
This man has been singing and performing since his teens, and can still
captivate fans around the globe. His
voice is still powerful, and his musical
ability is untouchable. He has created
a wonderfully old-time inspired album
to play to fans of a past time and young
fans looking for artistry in music still.

Alaina Moore and Patrick Riley are
known for channeling the ecstasy of
exploration of life. Just as they had in
their debut album “Cape Dory,” the
Denver couple managed to expand it
beyond the ocean in their follow-up
entitled “Young and Old.” The Atlantic
waves that inspired their first studio
release (following a sailing expedition
by the pair) return, brought through
as a sunset surf rhythm in the appropriately titled opener “It All Feels the
Same,” and would be credited with
inducing literal, if not metaphoric,
musing in later tracks like “High Road.”
In furthering their percussive beats
with the addition of James Barone,
however, Tennis now sets off to truly
trample the rocks under their feet, in
more than one sense of the phrase.
This begins with the fourth track
“Traveling” and its fast romp “’cross
the saccharine plain” (as suggested
by the ears, though several lyric webpages label it as “second plane”). Even
“Robin” has a kind of downhill skiing
glide to its pace. The mannerisms of
British Invasion classics might raise
some of the biggest smirks through
Riley’s guitar interpretation of John
Lennon’s harmonica on “Please Please
Me.” Meanwhile, the bonus track,
“Deep in the Woods,” gets all the more
richer in its visuals of thick foliage
thanks to the simulation of birds
chirping and raindrops falling.
With “Barone,” they can rely on a
well-rounded rock sound to double
their journey definition across generations and hint at the album title decision. The chorus section of “Petition”
gives ode to numerous female R&B
artists of the 1990s in both Moore’s
voice and the choppy groove the
emanating from the keyboard. And
it doesn’t end there. There’s also
something about the combination on
“Dreaming” that tries to inch closer
and closer to the Rolling Stones’ “Time
is on My Side” rendition.

Arts & Entertainment Editor

The Bottom Line:
“Born to Die” is a different wave of
music from the mainstream artists of
the 2000s and leaves a lasting impression. If you are searching for something unlike anything you’ve heard
before, giving Miss Del Rey’s album a
listen is highly recommended.

Arts & Entertainment Editor

Bottom Line:
The album “Kisses from the Bottom”
by Sir Paul McCartney tugs on the
hearts strings of any listener, and can
be enjoyed at any time. He has truly
captured a world that is nearly lost to the
new generation. Pick this CD up now!

Staff Writer

The Bottom Line:
“Young and Old” by Tennis is the
right kind of indie-pop to go into any
road trip library. The album has the
ability to take a listener on a journey
that sounds familiar, but in a way that
only Tennis can do. From Brenda Lee’s
bittersweet sound to Natalie Merchant’s
trembling croons, with fragments of
the Motown sound still surviving in
there, it’s the perfect soundtrack for
remembering one’s favorite spots even
before getting there.

Genre: Jazz
By Brianne Radke
Staff Writer

Troy “Trombone Shorty” Andrews,
though only 26 years old, already has
several accolades. The trombone player
from New Orleans is internationally
recognized, and recently entertained
at the White House by invitation of
the President. Despite his deep-rooted
affinity for jazz, Andrews exhibits
diversified flavor when sharing stages
with the likes of U2, Green Day or
the Dave Matthews Band and recording with artists like Galactic and Eric
Clapton.
His most recent album, “For True,”
is representative of his broad range
of interest, boasting great variety in
collaboration and sound threaded
together by Andrew’s terrifically
mighty presence. Andrews is not tied
to his trombone, as his stage name
might suggest. He also appears on the
organ, piano, drums, trumpet and synthesizer, as well as vocals. “For True”
is considered a continuation of his last
compilation, “Backatown,” though it
certainly has legs enough to stand on
its own.
“Buckjump” starts the set off, propelled by a bouncing bass line and
laced with the vocals of 5thWard
Weebie whose utterances merely
set an unflappable backdrop for the
enormous sounds of the Rebirth Brass
Band. Motown’s Lamont Dozier cowrote “Encore” which features the
guitar licks of Warren Haynes (from
Govt. Mule), subsequently revealing
some jam band flair. The title track
is a lively-tempered interlude, wholly
performed by Andrews without the
support of his band, Orleans Avenue.
Ivan and Cyril Neville complete the
Crescent City vibe of “Nervis” by bringing an intentional Yat accent to the
party, along with Ivan’s clavinet skills.
Lenny Kravitz picks up the bass
guitar to create the hip-swinging
groove woven through “Roses." Ben
Ellman (of Galactic) adds another
dimension to “Big 12” with bluesy harmonica strains throughout the paradeworthy pep of the tune. Ledisi offers
the prettiest vocals in the entire album
while exposing her expansive vocal
range complete with impressive falsetto
in the gospel-ly “Then There Was You.”

The Bottom Line:
On the whole, “For True” is a sweet
delight. It is danceable in its entirety,
and just great fun. Although Troy
Andrews never strays too far from his
jazzy New Orleans roots, this is not
your father’s jazz record.
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Whats the

Compiled By Tierney Smith
Staff Writer

Nickleback Concert
Alberta natives Nickelback will light up the
Joe Louis arena this April. Last September they
released a shiny, new album with the singles
“Here and Now,” featuring This Means War,
and “When We Stand Together.” The alternative rock band will kick off their tour on April
10 accompanied by Bush, Seether and My
Darkest Days.
Nickelback will perform at the Joe Louis
Arena on Saturday, April 14 at 6 p.m. Tickets
start at $50.10.

"Not My Mama's Cooking"

vs.

"Paula Deen's Home Cooking"

By Brianne Radke
Staff Writer

Bobby Deen is a veteran of the
culinary industry. He and his
brother Jamie have worked with
their mother, Paula Deen, for her
entire cooking career and have coauthored books and accumulated
plenty of television experience with
guest appearances on their mama’s
program, as well as starring in
their own “Road Tasted.” However,
Bobby is branching out these days
and politely, but very directly,
campaigning against his mother’s
famed gastronomic philosophy
in his new show, “Not My Mama’s
Meals.”
The emmy-winning Paula Deen
currently hosts two hit shows on
the Food Network, “Paula’s Home
Cooking” and “Paula’s Best Dishes.”
America’s beloved southern mama
has been the poster-child for the
American dream ever since her
phenomenally successful catering
business took off in 1989 following
a divorce that left her broke and
on the brink of homeless with two
young boys to care for. This resilience is part of the host’s charm,
along with her loving way. Her
cooking style reflects her comforting side with popular recipes
like Southern Fried Chicken, the
“Fat Darrell” Sandwich and The
Ultimate Lady’s Cheesy Mac and
Cheese to her credit. Warmth

simply oozes from any screen that
Paula Deen’s presence should grace,
making it no wonder that viewers
have welcomed her into her home
for the past ten years.
Sadly, Paula Deen has been
under fire for masking her diabetes
diagnosis for three full years while
continuing to promote the very
artery-clogging, insulin-spiking,
forever-on-the-hips approach to
food that likely drove her body to
disease in the first place. Rather
than bash her publicly, as so many
have chosen to do, her son Bobby
is battling his mother’s reckless
dietary methods in a more positive and constructive manner. He
is rewriting her legacy by reworking her much-loved recipes and
converting them into more health
conscious options while still presenting them with the Deen’s greatest asset: their southern hospitality.
His mother’s recent fall from
grace is not the only catalyst spurring this project forward. Bobby
Deen has fallen in love with the
gym and maintaining a sculptured
physique. While hosting “Not My
Mama’s Cooking,” Bobby takes
viewers on fieldtrips from the
kitchen to offer tips on working
out and keeping up an overall
healthy lifestyle. However, his
primary focus is food, which he

views simply as fuel for his body,
unlike his mother’s “food is love”
take. While he spends sufficient
time turning recipes such as Paula’s
Donut Bread Pudding into Bobby’s
Lighter Fresh Fruit Bread Pudding
and lightening up his mother’s
famous Pimento Cheese Sandwich,
he also brings recipes of his own
creation to the table. His Thai Fruit
Salad and Spicy Sweet Potato Chips
are both delightful sides, and their
recipes should have permanent
residence in homes across America.
Bobby Deen appears not only to
have the right idea, but also impeccable timing. He emphasizes his
love for Southern Cuisine, and is
not at all disrespectful of his roots
or his mother. At the same time,
he does not condone the kind of
gluttony and gross indulgence that
his mother has promoted for years.
Both mother and son bring anecdotal charm to their respective programs, and both have the bubbly
energy and love of talking that
make a successful host. Truthfully,
the public seems to have lost faith
in Paula’s integrity, and quite
frankly, odds are that those who
follow Bobby’s lifestyle tips and
cooking method will simply outlive
those who live by Paula’s example.
“Not My Mama’s Cooking” is the
obvious winner in this round.

Lord Of The Dance
“Lord of the Dance” is a show created by IrishAmerican dancer, Michael Flatley. Leaving the
“River Dance Show” in 1995, he created this lively
show telling a story through Irish music and
dance. The show has gained fans from all over
the world. It became so popular it had to split
into two troupes: one for touring through Europe
and the other for North America.
“Lord Of The Dance” tells the story of a Lord’s
fight against an evil deemed the “Don Dorcha,”
which prevents him from taking over “Planet
Ireland.” The show has different scenes taken
from old Irish folk tales and the bible, and features “Saoirse,” “the Irish Cailín” and “Morrighan,
the Temptress.”
Lord of the Dance will tour through North
America once again, and will be at the Palace of
Auburn Hills on Sunday, April 1. The Show starts
at 2 p.m. and ticket pricing begins at $35.05.

Sesame Street Live
Everyone remembers watching “Sesame
Street,” the loving educational program for children and toddlers that taught them to read, write
and count. The show also teaches children how
to be polite and instills morals in children like
sharing with and caring for others.
The show has progressed over the years, with
memorable characters like Big Bird, Elmo and
Bert and Ernie, as well as developing many different themes that strive to educate children on a
variety of issues.
“Sesame Street Live: 123” presents the fuzzy,
red and lovable Elmo and friends. The show
features all of the enduring characters including
Oscar the Grouch, Snuffaluffagus and the Cookie
Monster as they embark on an adventure to
teach children the beauty of imagination.
The show comes to The Perani Arena in Flint
on March 21 with two shows, at 10:30 a.m. and
7 p.m. Tickets begin at $22.20.

The Henry Ford Museum
The Henry Ford Museum is a classic amongst
Michiganders, and is a great local escape to a
simpler time, as well as an enriching and informative experience for the family. With an IMAX
Theater, there is nothing this museum cannot
feature.
From March 31 through Sept. 30, the museum
will be home to its very own Titanic exhibit. The
exhibit will be 10,000 square ft. and showcase
over 300 artifacts, 250 of which have never been
displayed in Michigan before. There will be
photos, relics and all kinds of artifacts featured
in this exhibit to showcase the rich and complicated story of the sinking of the Titanic, and will
even feature a true to actual size replica of the
grand staircase from the ship. Ticket prices for
adults, 13-61, are $27, $22.50 for youth between
the ages of 5 and 12 and seniors, 62 and over, are
$25. Children 4 and under get in for free. All visitors with membership cost $10. Come explore
the depths and history behind the unsinkable
Titanic.
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Music
of
a
different
nature
Independent musicians carve out their own musical territory
By Brianne Radke
Staff Writer

It is so discouraging to hear a
fellow student dismiss the music
of this time as lacking in some
way. It is not uncommon to hear
negative commentary comparing
today’s tunes to songs produced
in generations past, and perhaps
more prevalent is a sentiment
of disgust toward all genres
outside of a personal favorite.
The truth of the matter is that
2012 is teeming with talented,

hard-working

artists of all styles. These artists
embody their craft. These artists
bear tenacity that demands
admiration. These artists are
worth our attention. Your next
favorite musician may not be the
one that you hear on pop radio.
Your newest beloved jam might
be discovered while wandering
through an art fair, at your favorite pub or café or during an afternoon of trawling YouTube videos.
The beauty of the true starv-

ing artist is that they are generally driven by only one agenda
– to produce only the very best.
Limited budgets allow for limited
windows, and for this reason,
many of music’s most dazzling
gems are the carefully sculpted
products of the independent
artist. These performers are propelled by sheer passion, equipped
with natural talent and committed to a vision. Finally, the artist
who has not sold their soul to the
industry’s “top four” generally
operates from a depth of conscience that shines through as
authenticity.
This is the brand of force that
drives Dana Coppa of hip-hop
group KingHellBastard – an
artist who raises the bar for
performers nationwide with his
emphatic style and dedication
to the process. Coppa exemplifies the indie rap grind, living
his life knee-deep in beats and
metaphor while dabbling in freelance graphic and fashion design
and still tending bar here and
there. According to Coppa, “as an
independent artist you have to
pay to play,” and he emphasizes
a sizable, albeit risky, investment
in oneself: an investment of time,
sweat and cash. He cautions that
“if you think you can record one
song and blow up from that,
then you are in the wrong art

nO StUDY reqUireD

JUSt wing it
wing tUeSDaYS®

45¢ traDitiOnal wingS
Every Tuesday
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55¢ BOneleSS wingS

37651 Six Mile Rd.

doing all of the work themselves,
from writing to production to
promotion.
If the name Theo Katzman
doesn't ring a bell, it should.
Hailing from New York, this indie
rocker has been a resident of
Ann Arbor since 2004. Katzman
relocated to study with the U of
M’s jazz program, and has been
an active part of the local music
scene since, both as a performer
and as a music teacher. Backed
by his band, Love Massive, he
brings a smooth groove to his
variety of rock. Lyrically, his sentiment is heart-felt and relatable,
and his melodies are breezy and
perfectly punctuated.
These are exciting times, musically. Artists have access to more
promotional avenues than ever
before, and listeners have the
opportunity to appreciate the
products of the evolution of a
genre-bending melting pot. The
greatest thing about this luxury
is that no person need listen
solely to country or hip hop or
rock-n-roll. Why get stuck on
the same old thing when talent
abounds? Open your mind, and
then open your ears. Consider
this your invitation to try something new.

Listen to the music of Rising Appalachia
risingappalachia.com

Transfer.

livonia

Every Thursday (and Mondays too!)

734.469.4400

facebook.com/bwwlivonia

lUnch maDneSS

Monday – Friday
15 Minutes or Less

form.” Coppa
encapsulates
the spirit of
the successful independent musician in
saying, “This is not for the fainthearted… One word: perseverance.” Perseverance appears to
pay for this lyricist who has had
the fortune of sharing stages
with the likes of Cypress Hill and
Wu Tang and whose memorable
lyrical style is coveted for collaboration by hip hop artists from the
Bay Area to Brooklyn.
It is this very same gritty
resilience that has propelled
the career of Rising Appalachia,
whose profound blend of world
folk and soul paints a colorful
image of cultural and musical
revolution. Sister singer/songwriters Leah and Chloe offer
effortless though heady harmonies and, along with their entourage of multitalented musicians,
provide the sounds of banjo,
fiddle, kalimbas, washboard,
beat box and poetry. And yet,
nothing has been effortless for
this pair. They persist with their
brilliantly-fashioned messages of
social responsibility and justice,
traveling tens of thousands of
miles to tour the United States
and appear internationally. True
to form, they insist upon retaining sovereignty over their art by

Hear the stylings of Theo Katzman
theokatzman.com/#2d8/bandcamp

Free download of KingHellBastard’s War Room
www.kinghellbastard.com

Discover and support your next favorite artist:
www.artistdirect.com/music
www.bandcamp.com
www.reverbnation.com

41980 FoRd Rd.

Canton

11 aM – 2 pM
Starting at $6.99

734.844.9464

facebook.com/bwwcanton

happY hOUr

Monday – Friday
3 – 6 pM
$1 OFF all Tall Drafts

Transfer to UDM and pursue a bachelor’s degree in one of our 100+ majors.
You’ll learn from professors who are completely committed to your success. Join the
92 percent of our grads who are employed (or in grad school) within six months of
graduation—and discover a path that will take you further than you ever imagined.

late night happY hOUr

Sunday – Friday
9 pM – CLOSE
$1 OFF all Tall Drafts
$3 premium Liquor Specials
$3 Select appetizers
Kitchen
Open
Until
2 am

Visit us.
We want great things for you.
*Some restrictions apply. See store for details.
Buffalo Wild Wings® promotes responsible drinking.

BWJ120_Schoolcraft_4.916x7.5_BW_V1.indd 1

9/15/11 10:58:11 AM

Wednesday, March 21
5:30 p.m. to 7:30 p.m.
Student Center, McNichols Campus

udmercy.edu/apply 800-635-5020
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Let's travel the world
SC's Multicultural Fair
By Anna Jones
Staff Writer

The Multicultural Fair is returning to Schoolcraft on March 29.
Excitement is in the air for what may
be the best fair yet. The fair is one of
the many annual events the College
has to offer. This beloved event has
been a part of Schoolcraft for 11 years
and it has been a major hit since its
inception. Students get to show everyone their cultural heritage and exhibit
some really cool display tables.
Sociology teacher Josselyn Moore
said, “What makes it exciting is that
the students do the teaching. […]

There’s a lot for you to connect with
their cultures.” Best of all for the
hungry student, many restaurants
contribute free snacks. How can you
go wrong with free food?
Admission to the fair is free for
students and the community. When
you arrive at the fair, you’ll be given
a fake passport, and for each country
you “travel” to you’ll get a stamp.
Counselor Laura Leshok gave some
insight about the past fairs, saying,
“It seems to grow every year, both in
attendance and involvement. It’s put
on by students for students, which
causes awareness to increase.” Last
year, at least 3,200 travelers attended,
packing the room. Some teachers,

Transfer With
Conﬁdence

Alleviate your fear of test taking
With our Test Taking
Improvement:

Back to the
Basics class
You will learn techniques to
successfully take both essay
and objective tests by:
• Improving your ability to
follow directions
• Improving memory and
concentration
• Reviewing and
comprehending facts
• Becoming a better listener
• Organizing knowledge
• Analyzing questions
Only $55
1 day class – Saturday, March 24th from 10am-1pm
CES 0349 / Sec. 916237
Please note: this class does not address content for any specific standardized test,
however it provides general test taking tips that can be useful when preparing for any
standardized test.

Continuing Education and Professional Development | www.schoolcraft.edu | 734.462.4448

JOIN US ON FACEBOOK @ www.facebook.com/schoolcraftcepd

believe it or not, will actually give
students extra credit to skip class in
order to go to the fair.
“I’ve been to the fair last year [...]
they show you different things about
their cultures,” said Schoolcraft
student Kristen Holmgren. There
are tons of activities you can do
and actually learn from. The
Multicultural Fair is more than just
a fair – it is an experience that you
will remember for a lifetime. Come
join us Thursday, March 29 in the
DiPonio Room of the VisTaTech
building from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. “One
thing I’ll say to those who wants to
go is ‘Go!’ It’s tons of fun,” said Holly
Bunzeluk, a Schoolcraft student.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Classes in Ann Arbor, Howell, and online
Business degrees in more than 20 fields
Easily transfer college credits
Free textbooks and no extra fees
Tuition rate guarantee
Transfer and new student scholarships
Predictable class scheduling
New collegiate athletic program

Cleary University’s online programs are ranked
amongst the top in the country, as recently
reported in U.S. News & World Report.
Call to attend our next information session.
Classes start soon!

1.800.686.1883
www.cleary.edu/transfer
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Booklets are available
in the Student Activities
Office 734-462-4422.

$5 coupon booklet
with over $200 worth
of coupons:

• Parisian
• Elder-Beerman
• BON-TON
• Bergner’s
• Boston Store
• Carson’s
• Herberger’s
• Younkers
Dates of Sale:
9:00 a.m. - Friday, April 27th
7:00 a.m. - Saturday, April 28th
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Producer and co-director Curtis Chin (featured in the
documentary) will host a Q & A Session following the fillm.
In 1982, at the height of anti-Japanese sentiment, Vincent Chin was
murdered in Detroit by two white autoworkers who said, “it’s because of
you motherf—s that we’re out of work.” When the judged fined the killers
a mere $3,000 and three years of probation, Asian Americans around the
country galvanized to form a real community and movement. Through
interviews with the key players at the time, as well as a whole new
generation of activists, this film explores the history of the case, as well
as other important touchstones in Asian American history including the
Chinese Exclusion, Japanese Internment, the 1992 LA Riots, the recent
murders of Joseph Ileto and Cha Vang and post 9/11 racial profiling.
“Vincent Who?” asks how far Asian Americans have come since then and
how far we have yet to go.

April 5, 2012
Noon – 2:00 pm
VisTaTech Room 550
“Vincent Who?” won the 2009 Media Award from the National Association
for Multicultural Education and was a finalist for the American Librarians
Association Notable DVDs of 2010.
schoolcraft college

For more info, contact
Student Activities Office

international institute

734.462.4422

We are grateful for the generous support of the Schoolcraft College Foundation.
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Playoff perseverance
Farewell to an
exciting season

By Daniel Peake
Sports Editor

With a phenomenal end of the
regular season from the men’s and
women’s basketball squads, Ocelot
fans have had more than a few reasons
to feel the elation behind this year’s
journey to the post season. The men
ended their regular season in 4th
place within the Michigan Community
College Athletic Association Eastern
conference, with an 18-11 record.
The women finished second in
their division with a record of 24-5.
Nonetheless, the emotional and physical journey of the regular season culminates in one final bracket of games.
This year’s playoffs consisted of all the
awe-shocking, suspenseful play that
defined both Ocelots regular seasons
and hopes of capturing a District Title.
On Tuesday, March 6, Schoolcraft’s
men’s and women’s teams hosted
two fierce opponents, the Macomb
Monarchs who played the men’s team
and the Alpena Lumberjacks who
played our women’s team.
Both games showcased offensive and
defensive dominance by the Ocelots.
On the women’s side, the offensive
tear for the Ocelots was lead by sophomore Shawnicka Thomas who scored
21 points, 11 rebounds and 4 steals overpowering seventh seeded Alpena, 81-39.
The men also came to play in this

Photo by Andrew Kieltyka

Lady Ocelot Guard Shawnicka Thomas deftly maneuvers through a trio of St. Clair players.
opening playoff match up. Pitted
against the fifth placed Macomb, the
men’s team displayed a level of intensity and athleticism that reinforced
why they deserved a playoff berth this
season. Prior to the 2011-2012 seasons,
the men’s squad had failed to reach the
playoffs for four consecutive years. The
Ocelot’s hammered into the unequally

matched Monarchs. The Ocelots were
led by sophomore Karl Moore’s 27
points and 15 rebounds which paced
the team to a 90-65 win over visiting
Macomb in the NJCAA Division II
District 9 playoffs.
With each team notching wins, the
Ocelots moved on to the semifinals in
the NJCAA tournament which were

played on March 9 at Mott College’s
Ballenger Fieldhouse in Flint. Both SC
teams were matched up against the
hungry host Mott Bears.
Motts’s men’s squad supplied a
great obstacle in the Ocelots district
championship hopes. At the end of

Many of the Alley Ocelots’ games
have been evenly matched between the
seven rounds played in each tournament
game. Moreover, in these tournaments
Schoolcraft was matched up against
bowling-oriented colleges like Delta,
Muskegon and Siena Heights. Other
teams, such as the four-year Saginaw
Valley State University, brought as many
as sixteen players for their bulkedout team in contrast to the Ocelots’
maximum of two sets of players who still

managed to hold their own. Muskegon
just barely beat Schoolcraft for seventh
place.
Round it all up and it’s a solid record
by any measure in the bowling division
of the National Junior College Athletic
Association, especially taking into
account the Ocelots’ small roster.
“It’s been a struggle to get women on
our team but it’s been a lot of fun with
these students,” Coach Collings said
of this year’s efforts in recruiting. “We

met new people, had a couple of veterans coming back,” and overall Collings
thought that it was a “great mix” of
players on the team.
Collings was confident that they will
do just as well at the championship
game, though there was concern about
the likelihood of facing some of the big
guns from New York, Pennsylvania and
Ohio who were a greater challenge. Let
the strikes begin!

See Playoff Perseverance PAGE 32

Strike!
SC bowling
team goes
national
By Josiah Thomas

Staff writer

Schoolcraft’s bowling team has performed well as they have made it to the
National Championships. On Friday,
Feb. 10, Schoolcraft won a tournament at Merri-Bowl with a high game
of 703 points. Schoolcraft earned
their victory with a large margin of
4,470 pins in comparison to Lansing
Community College’s 4,168; Muskegon
CC’s 4,114; Siena Heights’ 4,112; Delta
Community College “A” Team’s 4,078
and “B” Team’s 4,016.
One week later, Schoolcraft was narrowly defeated, when the men’s team
came in second place at the tournament in Muskegon and the mixed team
struggled with an eighth out of the nine
finish. Though the men had a high game
of 968 pins to Delta CC A Team’s 936,
the Ally Ocelots were defeated when
it came to their overall score of 4,027
points to 4,451.
It was also here that Schoolcraft’s
mixed team faced the only other mixed
team, Muskegon CC. The two teams
came in last, with Schoolcraft coming
out ahead of Muskegon with a total of
3,455 to 3,125.
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The truth behind six fitness myths With spring

there is golf

A promising season
awaits Schoolcraft's
golf team
By Rose Haidar

Staff Writer

Photo by Brian Camilleri

Fitness center employee Kyle Wilkinson spots student Alex Norn as he pumps iron.
Courtesy of the Fitness Center
It’s that time of year again! A new
season brings a fresh start with
new goals, resolutions and habits
that often include better health and
fitness. It’s time to revisit those
goals and put your exercise plan
in place to meet all of your weight
loss, fitness and athletic needs.
Unfortunately, the fitness industry is rife with exercise myths
and fallacies. We get information
from many different sources such
as our friends, family, television,
magazines and the Internet. Some of
these myths are harmless but some
of them can cause frustration with
working out and even lead to injury.
To help you on your journey to a
healthier, safer and more effective
workout, the fitness experts from the
Schoolcraft College Fitness Center
have outlined what’s true and what’s
not when it comes to some of the
most common exercise myths.

Myth 1: Lifting weights will
make you bulky.
It is this very myth that prevents
many women from participating
in any strength training activities. When it comes to increasing
muscle size it all has to do with
hormones. Testosterone is the
hormone that will give you that
muscular physique. While women
do have some testosterone, men
have significantly more which is
why men are able to bulk up more
noticeably. Lifting weights will
certainly help women to tone and
shape their bodies and get the
physique they desire but it will not
make them look like the female
version of Arnold Schwarzenegger.

Myth 2: Cardio workouts
are counterproductive to
strength training.
Adding cardio to your workout
is most definitely not counterproductive to strength training.
Cardio workouts improve heart
and lung capacity and endurance
as well as burning calories. Weight

training is the primary method for
improving overall body strength or
strength to specific muscles of the
body. Running or any other cardio
exercise does not burn off muscle
unless you are in an extremely
severe caloric deficit. The only time
it would be counterproductive is
if you are not eating enough total
calories during the day.

Myth 3: Holding weights
while doing cardio workouts
increases caloric burn.
Yes, adding resistance to your
cardio workout will increase your
caloric burn but it can also increase
your risk of injury during exercise.
For instance, you are potentially
increasing your risk for injuries
associated with poor running
posture and uncontrolled movements. A better option for increasing caloric burn during cardio
workouts is to increase speed,
resistance level or percent grade on
the cardio machine you are using.

Myth 4: Doing crunches and
abdominal workouts will
decrease belly fat.
Unfortunately, it is not possible
to spot reduce fat from specific
areas of your body. You could do
a thousand crunches every day
and you still could have that extra
padding on top of those beautifully sculpted abs. To achieve that
so-called “six pack,” you need to
reduce the amount of overall fat on
your body by incorporating cardio
(aerobic) exercise into your workouts and having a well-balanced,
healthy diet.

Myth 5: The cardio machine
counts the actual calories
burned.
The “number of calories burned”
that appears on the cardio machine
at the end of your workout is not
necessarily an accurate number
of actual calories burned. This
number is only an estimate. At a
minimum, you must input your

current weight for a machine to
calculate calories burned for a
certain amount of time on the
machine. This is because a person
with a higher percentage of lean
mass will burn more calories than
someone with a lesser percentage.
Larger people in general will also
burn more calories. Take these readings for what they are – a guide for
general calories burned per workout.

Myth 6: Women and men
should exercise differently.
Men tend to have more lean
muscle mass while women tend
to have more body fat due to different hormonal make-ups. Men
and women generally have differences in muscular strength, but
this shouldn’t necessarily change
the way they should be working
out. While men and women have
their body differences, both sexes
should engage in regular aerobic
activity, full body strength training
routines and f lexibility exercises to
maintain body weight and overall
health and fitness levels.
It’s important to remember that
everyone is different, and what
works for your friend may not work
for you. Instead of getting caught
up in fitness trends, giving up on
your workout routine or getting
frustrated, seek help from a fitness
professional. When working with
a fitness professional, stick with
their program and politely decline
advice from others for a period
of time to allow your customized
program to work.
The brand new, state-of-the-art
Schoolcraft College Fitness Center,
located right on campus in the
Physical Education building, is
staffed with degreed fitness professionals who are ready to jump-start
your fitness and performance goals.
Membership to the Fitness Center
includes a complimentary fitness
assessment and equipment orientation. Head on over to get educated
on these fitness myths and get
the answers to your own fitness
related questions.

Schoolcraft College’s golf team has
had many successful years, although
last season, the weather did not agree
with the scheduled dates. Either the
snow was too frightful or the team
dispersedly played their highest, or
lowest, creating an average placement.
“We usually are right up in the top
ranks as 3rd or 4th place in states,
and conference, but last year for many
reasons, we were 8th place at states
and 4th out of 6 at conference,” said
Coach Cecil Woodruff. This year,
however, Coach Woodruff stated that
with the experienced sophomores and
the new talents acquired, this season
should be much better than the last.
His goal is to obtain at least a top-two
ranking in conference.
Coach Woodruff spoke very fondly
of his players. With returning
players; Ryan Langan, Mike Walton
and Adam Yarber, along with the
new freshmen; Mike Armit, Steven
Hickson, Travis Tubbs and Nick
Zanotti all able to hit 70 or below,
the team looks promising. Needless
to say, Coach Woodruff is excited to
go into competition with this talented, fun and hardworking team.
This Schoolcraft golf team just might
make this year one of the best.
Until the season starts, the
Swingin’ Ocelots practice continuously at gyms, domes and golf
centers, due to the small challenge
they face this year with practice.
Like all sports, golf has a suited area
for practice that prepares them for
competition ahead. If this area is
removed or no longer available, the
loss of convenience can make it a
bit difficult to efficiently prepare.
Recently, the golf team has lost the
gym area most convenient to them
due to recent construction. So to
practice they had to downgrade
to a less effective area, and make
more trips to domes and golf centers
which are a bit out of the way. Coach
Woodruff hopes that this small variable does not hurt their chances
in the upcoming competitions. He
anticipates that the golf teams midpractice trip to either Cincinnati,
Ohio or Nokesville, Tenn. for hardcore golf training will do the best job
at preparing the players for the soon
to come tournaments.
Schoolcraft’s golf team will soon
have their chance at glory as the season
takes up all of April and the first half of
May for states and regionals. The first
tournament on its way is on April 2 at
the Dearborn Country Club. This tournament starts at 10 a.m. and will kick
off the season. All in all, if the weather
agrees with them, the Swingin’ Ocelots
will participate in nine tournaments,
not including states or regionals.
Schoolcraft will be hosting a competition at Walnut Creek Country Club in
South Lyon, Michigan.
Don’t forget to go and root for
the team. The game of patience and
wisdom is on its way!
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Playoff
Perseverance
continued from PAGE 30

the regular season, the Bears were
ranked first in the final NJCA A
Division II men’s basketball poll of
the season. This is the fourteenth
week the Bears have been the top
team in the country. Mott also finished in first place in the Eastern
Conference of the MCCA A, with
a 28-1 record and an 18 game win
streak. Despite the depth and hype
of playing a team of Mott’s caliber,
Schoolcraft men’s team still brought
determination and vigor into the
matchup. Led by the 22 points
and 11 rebounds of power forward
Karl Moore and double digit point
performances from guard Daniel
Hill and center Lydell Mason, the
Ocelots lead a hard fought battle
against the bears. Nonetheless,
they were still out matched by the
number 1 seeded Bears, ending the
team’s phenomenal season with a
91-72 loss.
Coming off of a dominate win
against Alpena, the Lady Ocelots
needed to continue to keep their
focus. Unfortunately, the Lady
Ocelots found themselves surprisingly outmatched by 6th seeded
Mott during the first half and
trailed 32-27. The Ocelots dug deep
and regained the lead late into the
second half and took a 45-38 lead
with 13:18 remaining in the game
thanks to an 18-6 run. However,
Mott didn’t give up and the Bears
regrouped and took the lead for
keeps, 56-53, on a three-pointer by
Jennica Polzin with 7:16 to go. That
sealed the fate of the Ocelots. The

Photo by Andrew Kieltyka

Ocelot #22 LenDerrick Witcher decides which of his teamates to make the right pass to.
heavily favored Lady Ocelots were
ambushed in the NJCA A Division II
District H semifinals by host Mott
Community College, 77-65. All
hopes of a district championship
and national tournament berth vanished. Schoolcraft, under first-year

coach Kevin Brathwaite, ended its
season with a 25-6 record.
Both losses meant the end of
this year’s season’s for both teams.
Despite the fact both squads failed
to bring home a championship, the
level of skill, perseverance and abso-

lute heart displayed by both teams
this year has all of Schoolcraft
College in standing ovation.
Congratulations to both teams on
a tremendous season.
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We Specialize in

Easy Transfers.
DU makes transferring
easy. Our goal is to
simplify accepting your
credits so you can
apply them toward your
DU degree. Because
we concentrate on
transfer students, we
know what you need.
Contact us soon to
create your degree plan.

Advantages

We’ll guide you

• Classes near you
• Courses at convenient times for adults

through your • Transfer scholarships up to $4,000
transfer plan. • Career-focused programs
Business
Technology
Health

Get where the world is going
800-686-1600 | davenport.edu/apply
Come visit our campus at 19499 Victor Parkway, Livonia or 27650 Dequindre Road, Warren
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TAKE YOUR SCHOOLCRAFT
COLLEGE DEGREE FURTHER
EARN YOUR BACHELOR’S DEGREE AT
FRANKLIN UNIVERSITY
• 3+1 Program: Complete your
associate’s degree and one
year toward your bachelor’s at
Schoolcraft College. Transfer
all the credits you’ve earned
and finish your last year online
at Franklin University.
• Affordable: Save money by
paying the lower Schoolcraft
College tuition rate for up to
3 years.

CONTACT YOUR FRANKLIN
REPRESENTATIVE:

heartsonfire.com

THOM LEITER
614.947.6057
thom.leiter@franklin.edu
Garden City | 29317 Ford Road at Middlebelt | 734.422.7030
Northville | 101 Main Street at Center | 248.349.6940
www.orinjewelers.com

franklin.edu/schoolcraft

Registered Jewelers, Certified Gemologists

3712-Orin.indd 1

3/16/12 11:05 AM

The Kettering Advantage
Scholarships up to $15,000

•

Transfer friendly

Take your education to the next level

Apply for admission today!
Generous Scholarships available
Schedule an appointment
for your personal consultation by contacting:
Roger Smith, Associate Director of Transfer Admissions
rsmith1@kettering.edu 800-955-4464, ext. 7865

Learn more. Experience more. Achieve more.
800-955-4464, ext. 7865

Kettering University

flint, michigan

kettering.edu/transfer
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McManus
MADONNA UNIVERSITY SCHOOL OF BUSINESS

DISTINGUISHED BUSINESS LECTURE SERIES

Marygrove College
As a student at Marygrove College, you’ll get more than a degree when
you graduate; you’ll get an education for life.
Marygrove offers two and four year programs in more than 60 areas of
concentration including Health Science, Business, Education, Forensic
Science and Social Work. Class sizes are small. The College’s student/
teacher ratio is just 15:1, so you are assured a personalized approach
to learning. Our professors share experiences gained from attending
symposiums and giving lectures worldwide.
Transferring to Marygrove is easy, convenient and affordable.
Here are some highlights:
• Scholarship eligibility starts at 2.86 GPA
• Non student loan financial assistance is available for those who
qualify
• Scholarships available—including athletic and talent scholarships!
• Additional financial aid, work-study programs, grants, loans and
flexible payment options are plentiful.

Guest lecturer
Joe Vicari
President and CEO of
Andiamo Restaurant Group

The Business of Fine Dining
Tuesday, March 27, 2012
7 p.m.
Madonna University | Franciscan Center
36600 Schoolcraft Road, Livonia, MI 48150
PLEASE JOIN US FOR THIS INFORMATIVE, FREE LECTURE

R.S.V.P. at 734-432-5356 or jcook@madonna.edu

Ready to take the
next step?
Consider Wayne State University, a national research university
where merit scholarships for transfer students are plentiful.
You must apply by April 1 to be considered, so check out
scholarships.wayne.edu today.
While you’re online, head to wayne.edu and sign up to take
a tour. On campus, you’ll learn why so many community
college students advance to Wayne State. Tours are offered
weekdays at 10 a.m. and 2 p.m.

AIM HIGHER

For more information

Jung Koral at (313) 927-1570
Jkoral1512@marygrove.edu
www.marygrove.edu

8425 West McNichols Rd. Detroit, MI 48221
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Differences!

Can you find at least six differences between the two drawings?

Weatherdoku

Illustration by Jillian Tower

Diversions

the Schoolcraft Connection

Difference Makers

nominations accepted through March 31st

See what everyone is talking about in
this issue's Ocelot Opinions!
Check out Page 9

schoolcraft.edu + 734.462.4412
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Connection Crossword
By Brian Camilleri

SUBS SO

FAST

YOU’LL
FREAK!
Across
4. The only place on campus that gives away popcorn
10. Home of the Plymouth Whalers
12. Another term for the Northern Lights
13. Player with the most NBA championship rings
16. Current President of Schoolcraft College
18. The cat’s name in “Homeward Bound”
19. A Schoolcraft College event that showcases the many cultures of our world
20. Where Henry’s Cafeteria is located?
Down
1. The mascot for Schoolcraft College
2. DSW, the shoe company, stands for what?
3. In the original “Star Wars” trilogy, who is the actor that played Lando Calrissian?
5. Fe is the symbol for what element on the Periodic Table
6. Best Picture of 2011
7. What kind of pistol does Dirty Harry wield?
8. What company stands by being “freaky fast, freaky good?”
9. What are the home row keys?
11. What month do we celebrate “Cinco de Mio?”
14. What is the capital of Libya?
15. Who said, “Life’s like a garden, dig it?”
17. What is Juliet’s last name in the Shakespearean tragedy “Romeo and Juliet?”

FREAKY FAST

DELIVERY!
©2011 JIMMY JOHN’S FRANCHISE, LLC ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.

Elementscopes
By Madame Mystique
Connection Prophet

Tornadoes

Fog

Frost

Tsunami

Mach 21-April 19

June 21-July 22

September 23- October 22

December 22- January 19

Though life has seemed hectic
and stressful, try to stand firm
in the winds of worry. It will be a
brighter day soon. There will be a
calm to allow you to center yourself,
for the coming weeks of work.

Everything seems like sticky mess,
and the finish line for projects feel
like they are hard to see through the
mist. Fear not, and keep faith in yourself and your virtues, and the haze
will clear to reveal a bright future.

It seems like life is nothing but
disaster and strife, mourn for the
events and people lost in this lifetime, but not keep your chin up. Do
not let the pain of loss, or the sorrow
of wasted time over come you.

Sunshine

Hurricane

Although spring is nearing and life
will be blossoming, beware of the
dreaded forgotten frost. Life has a
way of surprising people, but not for
the better. Although it seems like you
need to plant your flowers early, be
wary of the possibility of a late frost.

April 20- May 20

July 23- August 22

You are walking on, well, sunshine,
and life seems to be always going
your way. Be cautious, and keep one
foot on the ground though, for you
don’t want to end up with your head
in the clouds.

Although your daily life has been
a battle to beat back the downpour
of drama, you must stay strong and
get in doors. Take your party inside
and stay safe while the rest risk their
futures in the torrential storm of life.
Be smart and safe.

Thunderstorms
May 21- June 20
Your life is surrounded with
darkness and mystery, but it adds
much intrigue to your character.
Although everything you touch
seems to be electrified watch out
in the coming weeks, for you do
not want to be caught in a down
pour without an umbrella.

Heat wave
August 23- September 22
It is a chore for you to get out of
bed and start your day, due to the
pain everyday. It seems like this
surge of intensity is never ending,
but it will break soon. So hold tight
and stay strong until the temperature
of your life cools to a calming and
steady degree.

Windy
October 23- November 21
Your strength and diligent confidence
are two of your most effective assets,
and you must remember to use them to
your advantage at signs of adversity. As
negative forces step up to challenge you
keep a cool head, and remember to stay
resistant to unsuitable temptation.

Sandstorm
November 22- December 21
Life seems like a blur of pain and
sorrow, but that does not last for eternity. Keep your face covered, and hold
tight for the battle to get through
your daily routines and work. Your
days will get easier and less stressful
once the seas of burden passes.

Drizzle
January 20- February 18
You have a way of not letting things
get you down, and that is a truly enduring quality. Stay diligent in the positive
attitude even when facing hatred from
others, and let some sunshiney personality shine through the rain that seems
to follow your daily life.

Whirlwind
February 18- March 30
Life seems to be coming at you from
all directions, and it if that doesn’t
seem stressful enough the pace of
the future will be picking up soon. It
seems hard to stand still for a moment
in the world, but take a few moments
to calm yourself and enjoy a moment
alone to recover from the day to day.
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Coming to Schoolcraft College

An extraordinary exhibit
April 2 – 13
10 – 3 pm

By Special Arrangement with the
MICHIGAN STATE UNIVERSITY

or by request*

Historically,
photographers have made
posed, studio portraits of
American Indians dressed
in traditional clothing.
Though valuable and
important, these portraits
do not always accurately
reflect information about
the individual or the
culture. The photographs
within the MSU exhibit
offer a rare opportunity
to see American Indians
dressed in contemporary
traditional regalia.
* Contact Todd Stowell at 734.462.4400 ext. 5043

Tonia Hill and Trey Whitehouse
Women’s and Men’s Traditional Dancers.
Photograph by Douglas Elbinger
Courtesy of the MSU Museum

Ronnie Lee and Lakota Lee Preston, Men’s Grass Dancers.
Photograph by Douglas Elbinger
Courtesy of the MSU Museum

The Photographer

Douglas Elbinger has been making photographs since the
age of twelve and considers himself a “historian with a
camera.” He has worked with the Smithsonian Institution
and the National Archives as well as many other
museums and historic societies across the country.

F O U N D AT I O N

Solutions

  from

PAGE 36-37

George Martin, Ojibwe, Men’s Traditional Dancer.
Photograph by Douglas Elbinger
Courtesy of the MSU Museum

March 19, 2012

Walsh College has over $300,000 in scholarships available for new
undergraduate students who enroll in spring classes. Registration now
in progress. Classes begin April 2.

WALSHCOLLEGE.EDU
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11th Annual

MULTICULTURAL FAIR
an international celebration

Thursday, March 29, 2012
10 am – 3 pm
DiPonio Room • VisTaTech
Cultural Displays
FREE!
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Performances
Language Demonstrations
International Foods

Take a Trip Around the World!
Students, Faculty, Staff & Community Welcome
For More Information Call 734-462-4400
Josselyn Moore  .  .  . ext . 5271
Laura Leshok  .  .  .  .  . ext . 5203
Helen Ditouras  .  .  .  . ext . 5647
Student Activities Office 734 .462 .4422
Sponsored by a grant from the Schoolcraft College Foundation

